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ROCKETS

IN - RC.7.77,7ITN

Rockets cannot be classified exactly as either bombs or rrojectiles, since
they utilize an entirely distinctive propulsive feature. ',01terens barbs are dropped
from aircraft and nrojectiles are fired by means of a charge placed in the gun,
rockets are pronelled by a charre which is carried with the rocket in its flight.
Fence, though rockets often are launched from tubes which may resemble the barrel
of a gun, the launchers are merely guiding devices to direct the initial flight of
the rocket. Launchers also contain contact points whereby the electrical circuit
through the igniter can be completed.
The nronelling unit of the rocket Is called the motor and contains the propellant charge. The motor is usually attadned to the body or heeds whch contains
the nnyload and the initiating device, by external or internal threads on the forward end and thread to the head Cr an adapter. The rotor Is closed on the forward
end and partially Open at the after erd. The propellant is a relatively slow burning double-base smokeless nowder called ballistite, which is discussed Tore completely further in the introduction.
The principle of the rocket is a simple one: expanding gases exert an ecual
nressure in all directions. As the ballistite Is burned, hot gases are generated
which expand and exert pressure against the confines of the motor tube. Since the
hot gases exert an ecual presure in all directions, the nressures against the side
walls counter-balance each other; however, the pressure against the forward closed
end vf t , e tube is not counteracted by Pressure against the aft end, since that end
is partially onen. The resultant force, then, Is a thrust against the closed forward end of the motor, and hence the rocket Is propelled In that direction. In
order that the Pressure of the gases will not la expended too ranidly, and that
the rropellant can be reta , ned in ° ,, m's, the aft end of the motor tube is partially
closed by the nozzle attachment. which Is 'guilt into the inside of the tube. This
roszle restricts the ejection of the hot gases and also, by means of its rear taner,
furnishes a canted surface against which the ramidly expanding emitted gases may
act to increase the forward thrust of the rocket.
The ballistite propellant is ignited by a black nowder charge or charges,
the initiating device for which Is an electric squib with a small bridge wire of
low resistance which, when heated by an electrical current. Ignites a violent match
comrosition. The black powder charge sends a flash 30er the entire surface of the
badlistite and gives off hot gases which raise the temperature of the ballistite to
the ignition point. Upon ignition, the bsllistite burns evenly and relatively
slowly; this type of burning Is necessary to pregent sudden and excessive nressures
being exerted against the thin walls of the motor tube. Rocket motors operate at
much lower pressures than guns, and correspondingly longer times are recuired for the
complete combustion of the rocket nronellant. Burning times of American rockets
range from about 0.15 second to as much as 1.5 seconds, denending on the web thickness of the grain and the temperature of the nronelSant; sod burning distances
range from a few feet to several hundred feet at himh velocities. Fence, most of
the burning of the rocket propellant usually occurs after the projectile has left
the launcher.
The early nroductions of rockets were of the fin stabilized tyne because of
their use by the British and partially because of the inherent simplicity associatBecause of many factors such as the effect of temperaed with fin stabilization.
ture on the burning rate of the propellant, difficulties in controlling to a fine
degree the pressures exerted by the expanding gases Inside the motor tube, the
effect of the exnansion of emitted gases against the rear taper of the nozzle, etc.,
rockets cannot be launched with that degree of accuracy characteristic of gun projectiles. The mean deviation in deflection for most standard land or shipboard
launched, fin stabilized rockets Is on the average of 00 to 40 mils while those
fin stabilized rockets launched from aircraft have a mean deviation of about 5 to
IC mils. The increased accuracy of aircraft launched rockets Is attributed to the
immediate stabilizing effect given to the fins during the initial stages of flight
by the rapid travel of the plane through the air. Fins on rockets exert an appreciable restoring force in flight only at a high velocity and thus a greater degree
of accuracy Is achieved If rockets are launched from aircraft or if the acceleration
occurs to a large extent on the launcher.
Spin stabilized rockets are now in service use with stabilization being dependent on the rotation of the •round. Al .:hot:7h their accuracy Is not comrarable to
that of gun projectiles, they are generally core accurate than fin-stabilized rockets
at short ranges. The use of spin stabilized rockets will be particularly advantageous to ground and amphibious forces inasmuch as they do not have fine, the
rocket is shorter, and the launching gear is more compact, which facilitates the
loading and stowage problems. Both fin-stabilized and spin-stabilized rockets have
inherent advantages and disadvantages, and the method of stabilization employed will
be dependent on the required Characteristics for each individual case.
As against their disadvantages, rockets have many advantages over gun-propelled projectiles. The most important is the lack of recoil imparted to the

- continued.
launcher. Since the forces of the expanding rases are utilized In the propulsion
of the rocket, there Is no recoil action on the part of the launcher; hence, reckets
may be launched from small trucks, se:chino:us-ships, and a'rcraft which, could not
withstand the recoil forces exerted by equivalent projectiles fired from guns. Other
advantages to - ockets are cheapness, simplicity, and portability of the launchers
as compared to Funs. Rocket launchers in general are mcre easily replaceable and
hence can be considered as more expendable than even light art"le - y Pieces.

COMTCY'ENTS OF A RC= FROJFCTILE:
The components of a rocket projectile, and the functions which they perform
are briefly outlined below. The exact construction of these c_._,..ents varies somewhat according to the particular rocket for which they are designed, and there is
some difference between the character and nomenclature of Army and Navy designed
components, but these differences will be noted In the discussions or the individual
rockets.
- 07loa' and.me. - erally the ini. tistia7 device.
3 odv:
- histile
...ad: This is a broader term than body and refers to that assembly to which
the mot-orT:TE ,? Is threaded. 7; - s Is standard terminology for the Navy; however as to
the Army, If Inc heed Is of one piece construction, the terms head and body may be
synonymous as contrasted to some rockets In which the head consists of the body, the
ogive, and the body union (see drawing rage ).

votcr tube: I is contains the propellant charge and Igniter. It is a combustion chamber in which the propellant Is burned to provide the active power for
the rocket. It generally threads to the rocket head (body) or an adapter, and is
usually shipped separate from the head (body) and fuze. The diameter of the motor
Is eenere=y less than the diameter of the body with which it is used. For aetalls
of particular rockets, refer to section on rocket heads.
Grid or Trap Assembly: The Navy refers to the assembly which sup - orts the
powder grain as the Grid. Tale grid supports the grain in such a position that
sufficient clearance Is allowed between the grain and the motor tube to allow the
gas to flow frcm the Propellamt to the nozzle. The Army uses a Trap assembly, which
Is somewhat more complicated than the Navy grid. The trap aL- Ec7rtly coneists of
sloacine discs and wires runnInF between them on which the sticks of hal - istite are
sup - orted. Suoh, en assembly Is necessary where numerous small grains are used.
Nozzle: The number of nozzles varies as to the type of motor and method of
stsbilizatIon. The nozzle has two functions: Cl) it directs the gas jet in the
leslret alrection; (2) it provides for expansion of the hot gas In the exit cone,
thus giving aaditienal thrust (about 33) over that obtainable from a simple orifice;
and (3) In =.7'n-sts' 41, sed rockets, it imparts a clockwise rotation to the rocket
when launched.
Fins: These provide stability In flight, prevent tumblinz, and insure headon impac.. Turing turning, the action of the alr against the fins elves a restoring
moment against side forces at the nozzle and improves the accuracy of fire. When
there is a tall shroud, the latter supports the rear end of the projectile In the
launcher and ray also be utilized to provide electrical contacts for firing. Spinstabilized rockets do not have fins and stabilization Is achieved through the rotary
motion of the round.

Fromellant and Igniter: The Igniter contains loosely tacked black powder and
an electric squib with a low resistance bridge running through a violent match composition. The propellant used by the United States is a double 'case smokeless powder
called ballistite, which burns slowly and uniformly. Production of ballistite differs
somewhat for the Army and the Navy, the Army preferring the solvent extrusion process and the Navy aPecifyang the sclventless extrusion process. The solvent extrusion process Is trn:ractical for grains haying a web of tore than 1-1/ 4 '.
Grain shapes also vary somewhat with Army rockets generally propelled by several small cylindrical grains of tallistite, with an axial hole end several small
radial holes to increase the burning surface and uniformity of burning. The Navy
rockets use either a single solid cruciform grain without perforations or a single
cylindrical grain with an axial hole and radial perforations. The latter, usually
used in Navy ground or shipboard mounted rockets, is characterized by three ridges
120 0 removed and running longitudinally along the grain. Inhibitors are not usea
on this
The cruciform grain, usually found in Navy aircraft rockets In section is a symmetrical cross with rounded ends. If all of the exterior surface of
this grain were permitted to burn, there would be a gradual decrease of area, and a
markedly regressive behavior would result in the burning rate. Since this type of
burning would be detrimental to the desired uniform burning rate, a number of slower
burning cellulose acetate strips are bonded to certain parts of the area exposed on
the outer curved ends of the arms. By inhibiting a suitable fraction of the surfaces
alone the ends of the arms, the proper combination of increasing aat decreasing surfaces may be obtained to give desired burning characteristics.
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STCRA5E OF !WORSTS:
/n order to decrease hazards in handling, storage, and transportation, rocket
bodies and motors are generally shipped and stored separately. Motors with large
grains are kept In a non-propuisive state until final assembly for field use is necessary. The seals at both ends of the motors are light and easily displaceable by
pressure developed inside the tube and should the igniter and grain ignite, the closures would fail quickly to relieve the pressure without more than a slight movement
of the motor.
It is necessary that loaded motors be kept at moderate temperatures as much
as possible. Smokeless powder is sub,lect to deterioration when etored for extended
periods at a high temperature, as well as the possibility.existing of the motor reacting spontaneously. Even :hough ignition s':ould not take ;lace, the powder should
not be stored where temperatures exceed 100°F. because such conditions tend to markedly decrease the stable life of the propellant. Because of the presence of the
electric scuib, rocket motors sh-uld not be stored near radio apparatus or antenna
leads.
Although there is very little possibility cf a motor firing as a result of falling cr rough handling, such treatment Is likely to cause malfunctioning of the rounds
and should be carefully avoided. For this reason, the a—nu:I:Ion should be kept in
racking containers or ready boxes, and should not be handled In a loose condition
unless necessary.
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2. 36 ANTI-TANK ROCKET M6A3
1

OGIVE

CONE

BURSTING CHARGE
BODY

BOOSTER

BODY UNION

DETONATOR
SAFETY PIN

FUZE BODY

FIRING PIN
SAFETY DISK
SAFETY TUBE
PROPELLANT
SQUIB

WIRE

CONTACT GROOVE

CONFIDENTIAL.

.

=

,. 5

M 6A1 & M 6A3
OVERALL L , relTw
TOTAL '7EIST
HEAD LENGTF
PODY "'"'""
PODY 'IAMETER
RODY WALL 7CENE55
OGIVE LEYGTH:
M 6A1 (cone shaped) .
M 6A3 (hemisnherical)
OGIVE DIAMETER (at flange) .
WY:TR TUSE LENGTH
MO - OR 'UTE (inner diameter).
MOTOR 7 U7E WALL TRITENESS .
MAXIMEY RANGE
EFFECTIVE RANGE
MUZZLE VELOCIT ,
COLOR
EXPLOSIVE

U

2.36 ANTITANK
ROCKET

71.6 In.

3 5 1^
8 6 in.
4 11 in.

7.23 in.

0 087 in.

4.5 in.
4.56 in.
2.245 in.
6.32 In.
1.06 in.
0.095 in.
700 yds.
300 yds.
265 ft/sec
Olive drab
Rentolite

ARMv

M 6A4, M 6A3, M 6A1
N. 7A4, M 7A3, M 7A1

.
.
.

Service
Practice

'

TARGET:
Pill boxes, tanks, and armored vehicles. Can also be used In a stationary emplacement for demolition or as an anti-tank mine or a booby trap. The rocket can penetrate
3" of homogeneous-steel armor plate at all ranges and at angles of impact as low BS
30 degrees, employing explosive In the form of a shaped charge.
LAUNCHER:
The Rocket Launcher, M 1A1, commonly called the "bazooka", is an electrically
operated weapon of the open tube type, fired from the shoulder, and weighing 13.26 lbs.
CONSTRTCTION:
The M EA1 and M 6A3 are identical except for difference in the ogive and the tail
assembly. In other respects the two rockets are similar, consisting of a hollow ogive
crimped onto the body, a body union fitting into the base of the body with internal
threads to receive the motor, and a fuze which is located in the forward end of the
motor tube. The M 6A1 has a conical ogive, whereas the M 6A3 has a hemispherical °give
which rives better penetration by forcing a stronger stand-off piece for the shaped
charge effect of the explosive.
TAIL ASSEMTLY:
The M 6A1 has six fins (5i. long) spot welded to the nozzle, a steel cup internally
threaded at the forward end to screw onto the motor tube. The M 6A3 has a different
type of tall assembly to obtain a greater fin area and thereby counteract tlae change of
the center of gravity effected by the use of the hemispherical nose. This tail assembly consists of four sheet steel fins 2-5/16" long, each of which is curved over an
arc of SO degrees on its outboard edge to form a blade.
Each fin Is joined to the
other by welding, with an overlap of approximately 1/2 Inch to form a circular drum
which is actually nothing more than a continuation of the four fins. The bases of the
fins are spot welded to the nozzle.
PROPELLANT:
The propellant consists of five sticks of balllstite, each 0.36. in diameter and
4.15. long. On an average, the propellant weighs approximately 51i grams, though it is
not loaded by weight but by length of powder stick to keep the pressure for various
rounds at a relatively constant value.
FUZE:
The fuze consists of a steel firing pin which slips into the central cavity of
the fuze body, where it is held in a rearward position by the firing pin spring. A
circumferential groove midway down the, length of the firing pin receives the safety
pin, which extends through the motor tube. When the safety pin is removed the firing
pin is free to move forward,restraimed only by the action of the firing pin spring.
After the safety pin has been removed, the firing pin will overcome the spring and
detonate the rocket if it is dropped over four feet. The fuze body contains the M 18
detonator of lead azide and tetryl, and the booster charge of tetryl.
PRACTICE ROCKETS, M 7A1, M 7A3:
These are similar in design and construction to the M 6A1 and the M 6A3 rockets
respectively. A steel rod 5.33 inches long is fitted into the fuze body to make up
the weight of the explosive charge and the fuze.
M 6A4 and M 7A4 ROCKETS:
The M 6A4 is similar to the M 6A3, differing only in that high strength alloys were
used to reduce the weight ,nd Improve performance,and the tope safe fuze, M 400,was
Incorporated (see drawing of fuze pare 10 ). The M 7A4 is the practice rocket.
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U, S. ARMY ROCKET

+.3eEigii17 16 in.
OVERALL LENGTH
8.25 in.
LENGTH 07 HEAD
7 5 in.
LENGTH 07 MOTOR
3.93 In.
LENGTH OF FIN
.5 lbe.
, 77,IGHT 07 FIL0IN3
.14 lbs.
TGHT
CP
7ROPILL.C.7T
' 7,
3.72 lbs.
,TEIGHT 07 ROCKE'
E
700
yds.
UAX7.= .!,7 7
COLOR
Oliva drab
'9e-to:Lite
EX , LCI7E

2.36 ANTI TANK
-

"

ROCKET
T 12

The': 12 was developed to Incorporate the good cualities of other 2,3e rockets and to acnieve greater
sta'''y IP '1' , '", safe operation trough a greater
temperature range, a bore safe fuze, and a more sensitive fuze to ensure detonation
of rocket on ground impact.

GENT7A1:

The head is similar to
crimped onto the body,
base of the body with
motor, and a fuze which Is located In the forward end
CONSTRUCTION 0P H7AD:

the N6A3 Yith a ballot' calve
a body union fitting Into the
eternal threads to receive the
of the motor tube.

.
boa- and
The tall Is a seamless steel tube 7.5 inches lc1.3 Inches in diameter, internally threaded on the
fo:rard end - lth a rein rinr shrunk onto the forward
end for strengthening. The fin assembly cone , ete of six fins, six brackets, and a
fin ring. The brackets are snot welded to the motor tube and the fins are held In
The fins are free to rotate 10 degrees. The
place between the brackets by rivets.
fin rinc -nich holds the fins In olsce along the motor, 1E removed when the rocket
Is placed In the launcher.

MOTOR AS=BLY:

The rrorollant consists cf five sticks of ballistite,
each 0.77 Inches in diameter mnd 4.15 inches 1=7.
The safety nin 7 -E- EEE'S tn-ou7h the firing rin and holds
The slider srring presses forward
It in niece.
The Slider, yhich
against the shoulder of :he slider.
is slotted in Its for,ard rim, honks into a groove in the Inner end of the arming
:0n, holding the arming pin in reel:ton.

FUZE: X.400

' 7r.en the safety rin is withdra , :n, the firing rin Is
On setback, the slider is forced back against the
held In place by the arming tin.
The arming oln erring
tension of the slider erring to release the armink pin.
forces the arming rin out until It strikes the ',:all of the launcher, the inner end
of the arming tin still partially engaging the firing rin for bore safety.
As the rocket clears the launcher, the arming tin
and can are forced out by the ,arming rin spring; the firing pin Is held In position
On Intact, the firing rin moves forward by inertia to
by the anti-crest string.
overcome the anti-creep - srring and strike the detonator.
The X 400 fuze is also used in the M 6414 Rocket.
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'CVERALL LFNGTH
19-5/16"
TOTAL WEIGHT
3.4 lbs.
LENGTH CE HEAD
5"
MAX. DIAMETER
2.36"
DiAgETER OE HEAT
2.30"
INF CHARGE
405 gm.
BURSTER CHARGE
4 gm. '
EFFECTIVE RANGE
300 yd.
COLOR
Moto-: Olive drab

Head:

U. S. ARJLY

2.36 SMOKE
(W.P.) ROCKET

Blue grey

M 10

T;,RliBT:

This rocket is designed not only as e screening agent, but
also to cause casualties.
wp in smoke fcrm has little
effect upon the human body, but particles cause small
burns. Tnis rocket makes an effective weapon fop dislodging enemy troops from dugouts and foxholes.
LAI;NCHZR:

The M 10 rocket is fired from the 236 Rocket Launcher
MiAl or M9, commonly lolown as the "bazooka".

CONSTFCTION:

The components of this rocket are the motor assembly and
the head assembly. The motors presently used are the
M6A1 (see drawing) which is being replaced by the M6A3
(see motor on cage 6). As new motors are developed, It Is contemplated that this
rocket will te'modified.
The head assembly consists of a container for the smoke

charge with a long burster well containing PEON inserted fro= its after end. A collar
is soldered to the base of the container. The spacer slips over the threads of the
collar and is held ac,ainst the flat surfaces of the collar by the fuze body, forming
a joint between the two. The primer holder Is threaded into the fuze body.
TAIL A6Sa5LY:

The l: 10 rocket has tne standard tail assembly for the

M6A1 or M6A3 rotors.

•

The fize is similar to that used in the N653 AT Rocket.
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.4er!".!

7. 5. A.,..:7

33.19 in.
38 lbs.
POTAL ''7T7,--T
7. 5 In.
4.5 in.
ROM: TIAMPT , .
0.7 In.
'.7ALL 7, :=7ESS
15.5 Sr..
7 7JR9T7R 7122, T. L',7:.7-7F.
4-1/6. in.
7
- .TN LF.N . 7,TH
4.3 lb.
.
.
.
7STIN7, CFAR 7,E (Tr7)
MAY= RA=
4,507 yds.
,r71-7.71:m •■77 077',",
900 ft?sec
Olive drab
„COLOR
The desIgnation, lot
VARKINS
number, etc., are
stencilled on the
body with yellow Paint.
VG.V G..,1, v 4A2
777,ING
See -.:,,,,me 73 .

111
4.5
H.E. ROCKET
:.:::.,
(Fired from aircraft or ground
launchers)

.

UST.:
For use against ground targets such as personnel, airplanes on the ground, light
installations. etc. This bomb gives good fragmentation, as well as blast effect beThe initial Issue of the
cause of the relatively high explosive charge in the head.
rec::et vent to the Army Air Forces for projection from aircraft launchers amainet
designed
for use from ground
Was
Ori7L7lally
Inasmuch as the rocket
ground targets.
launchers, Its use Sr. aircraft Sc being discontinued in favor of ,s.vy desimnea aircraft rockets.
1.47777-77.79:
From aircraft., the rockets are launched from the 3-tube 4.5 A.C. launcher. This
consists of three tubes In a cluster under each wing, the tubes being smooth-bore
The rocket can be used Sr. either single or
Plastic, approximately IC feet In length.
multin14-barreled ground launchers.

As can be seen In tbm accompanying dia,, ram, the -, - - --ctio7 of t ..- is rocket Is
rocket. F.xce7•: for a slight tapering
considerably different from the normal type of
at thr■ nose and the narrow base end forming the nozzle, the rocket has a constant
diameter of 4.5ff throumhout its length. The forward end of the rocket consists of the
shel' , with an adanter to receive the nose fuze. The head and motor are combined into
one In this rocket Sc the form of n tube which threads onto the shell with A central
burster tube exten.linm tack Into the motor. The explosive content of the rocket is
contained pertly In the shell and tartly In the burster tube. This design furnishes
much better fragmentation of the motor tube than In the normal type rockets 'A.th the
separate head and motor. The trap assembly Is a wire cage housed in the motor tube
This assemwhich nrovides a framework to hold the propellant In the -toner position.
Fefore the head is screwbly censists of a tram ring, 10 tran wires, and a trap plate.
into
the
threaded
end
trap-ring
first,
ed Into the tube, the tram assembly Is slipmed,
until the trap plate C":77.6'13 to rest on the internal bulge of the nozzle.
The fin assembly for the rocket opens and guides the rocket in flight only after
The fins of the assembly are held In place by
the rocket has cleared the launcher.
the fin retainer, wPich is expelled by the blast of the escaping gas, and after cloarThere are six fins,
ing the launcher the fins snap to their outstretched position.
all Identical.
The M 8.11 Involved a change in the design of the motor tube to strengthen it on
the threaded end. The head of the M 6 was used by machining new base threads. Tests
on the M 5.11 indicated that the base of the modified head was weak and a new head was
designed for use with the motor of the M 8.11. This rocket, the M 8A2, will supersede
the M G and M 8.11.
7P0F7LLANT:
Each stick is 5" long and
The Propellant consists of 30 sticks of ballistite.
7/9" in diameter vlth a 1/4" axial hole. Three sT,Icke are placed on each trap wire,
and there le sufficient clearance between the sticks and the wire to allow burning of
the Inner stick wall simultaneously with the burnIr4,, of the outer wall. Two igniterbag assemblies are bound on two oprosite columns of the nropellant, the bags assisting
the ignition of the propellant by catching the flame of the igniter and in turn igniting the upper propellant sticks.
PRACTIOE ROCK.TTS:

Y9, M 9.11, M 9A2

Similar in design and construction to the M 9 series, lacking only the explosive
charge and live fuze. The M 4 fuze and booster may be assembled and used In the M 9
as a spotting charge.
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RSZTRTCrED

ADAPTER

FUZE
SET SCREW

FUZE WELL

N, BURSTING
CHARGE
SHELL

TRAP PLATE
IGNITER

BURSTER TUBE

MOTOR BODY

PROPELLING CHARGE

SPACER
SAFETY SHORTING STRIP
AND WARNING TAG

/ At ';T

• P,

TRAP RING
SAFETY PLUG
NOZZLES

IGNITER LEADS
CONTACT
RINGS
SEALING DISC

4.5" H.E. ROCKET M 16
16

RESTRIOTED

U.

OVERALL 7 R" ,IT
TOTAL ' ,SIGHT (with fuze) .
HEAD DIA" ,,v'ER
HRAD LENGTH (%:ith burster

tube

. 42.5 lbs.
4 5 I-

.

4.5 lbs.
5,,50 yas.

.

YAN=q O'RLOCIT

..:'0 f/s
01,ve dPo ,

COLO?
717.TNG

4."5 ROCKET

. . 23.20 in.

',.!-RSTING CHARGE (TNT)

'!xxr."Tv RAN ('-E

.

S. AR'DI

71 in.

SPIN

STABILIZED

mS1

M.20,

M21

The M16 is a enin stabilized rocket, the constructIon of
which is soocwhat siPilar to the 4':5 fin stabilized
rocket Me. (See page 15) . . The M10 (T36E3) is the H.E.
round and the MlO (T0923) is the practice round.
GENERAL:

The head, loaded with high emnlosive, contains a fuze
well cur and a burster tub. The burster tube projects
about 15 inches Into the center of the rocket motor to
secure additional frarnentation. The motor body is a steel tube threaded at each
end to receive the head and the nozzle plate, which contains eight nozzles equally
spaced In a circle and one nozzle in the center. The eight nozzles are set at an
The center nozzle Is noran.ole Sr. order to Impart rotation to the round when fired.
pally closed by a blow-cut disc which Is desi=ed to fall when the internal Pressure
, e ---anings are protected by a
he
Po--'t.
,1
surpasses
a
Predetermined
Sr. the body
plastic sealing disc which regains in place durino firing and Sc blown out ty the
rocket blast.

DESCRIPTIC!::

The dr000llIr. 2 charge consists of 3:: Prains of balOistite
strung on wires of a one-like trap. Tha izniter consists of a charge cf black powder
enclosed in a plastic Tube attached to the trap and running the length of the charge.
The 1,,a.,, of the squib pass through one of
The tube also 0,r:tains an electric squib.
the nozzles, one lead being rrounded to the go -tor ,,o.::::: and the other connected to a
contact ring.
RRACTICE R2C77T, M17:

The M10 Sc sinilar in desion and construction to the M15
but lacks in the enpiceive charge and live fuze.

H. E. ROCKET, M20:

The MOO is sipilar in design -nd construction 7,c, the Mid,
differing cPly In - he. -ehe ionition wires nre attached
70 spools rather - han cortnot rings.

PRACTICE ROCKET, M21:

The M21 is siollar in Lesion ,nd construction to the M20
but lacks in the explosi7e chore and the live fuze.
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4

(1

woiwoikwis'eL

U. S. ARMY

59 in.
OVERALL LENGTH
3 25 in.
DIAMETER
WIDTH ACROSS FINS
24 in.
37 5 lb.
.
WEIGHT
3 2 lb.
PROPELLING CHARGE ATIGHT
IGNITER WEIGdT (black powder). . 0.76 oz.

s

3.25 TARGET
ROCKET
M 2
M 2 Al (flare)

USE:
High speed target for firing practice with automatic anti-aircraft weapons.
=4PONENTS:
The rocket consists of a motor, motor extension, nose, and three plywood fins.
This rocket is very similar to the Navy TR, and is a direct copy of the British
3 inch U.P. Projectile.
PROPELLANT:
The propellant is a solvent-extruded double-base powder (40 percent nitrocellulose), extruded into cylindrical grains 5" long and 7/8" in diameter, with a
5/1E" axial hole. The propelling charge is ignited by an electric squib assembled
within the rocket.
M 2A1, FLARE, MODIFICATION:
When a flare is added to the M 2 rocket for anti-aircraft target practice at
night, the resulting projectile is designated as the rocket, target, anti-aircraft
3.25, M 2A1. The flare burns for 15 to 20 seconds from the beginning of flight.
LAUNCHER:
These rockets are launched from the Target Rocket Projector, M 1.
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...U., - .119,,:: ,,,,,t :sr ,Ircrsft use was
inItlally two
develsi..bd for tr,lni,r,. .....soses.
t...pes were oes13.ed to a5,.:- ..nd...bste the trajector::
o f both the 5:O snd 5:5. r5oksts; nowever, it Is
-c be standardised
dclieved thst h. -3y one rcokbt
The rocket with .6tor ::.k 11 and
for future tse.
tne bode: :.:,),: 3 ..)od 2 is tne asse.rnly which probacly
will be used in futhre trainini...
::.e 2.2

2.25" ROCKET
SUB-CALIBER, AIRCRAFT

The Mk 1, a CIT orduction,was Issued until adopted and issued by FuCrd as the Mk 3 Mod 2.
The
Mk 2, a 7,17 7.roduv:ion, ) , as desirned as a slow
sub-caliber rocket.
The comte asse7tly for the
latter is no 1onf7er available.

):elosity

Hody

:.7ctor
225 ))). 16. or 11
6';25 :.34 12 or 10
4d5 .'..: )..2. er 11

,pprsnihaLes
0-2,5 ; c c t cry cf :
3:b ....,,-..
,:::
: , : ctor)
5:2) .)...5k.et .3, : ).2a ....cor
.5:: ,55et ■502s) :.:c:cr)

1150 ft/sec
.1).:.,6 ..k 2 or 5 (1.0 I.
.)..6.,lts.)al: ft/ ass
2..6:5 ...k 1 or 3
_12 ft/sec
(S.0 lbs.)
0):25 2.k 2

fhe 6:16 ...sr.:: 3:ark 12
5 a,5 15.
1he :,:otcre
5.s...cter df :he nozzle
...brk 13 and .. .I is 1.75
and 13.
1

3

.

and 11 are sihilar to e00. .t00 ee sre tne 2:05 ..)otor Mark
.:.ark 10 and 11 differ fro:: the '...ar
12 and 13 in that the
on tne 12,-,ter are s.ssller .':.s1 -„ he tela ;ht of :-ropc1lant of the
los. ss at:soared to the ,ed .:ht cf 1.12 lbe. in the ::.srk 12

For reasLhlti3n pbrposes,
. - : - .2 external disscnsions of these rockets are 1:,.. ,2 so.....
the 2:d5 .s.::cr5 .6ork 13 an5 11 are sainted wb:_te b:th -1.-cA f1nb while the Y.otors
s'hark 15 5nd 15. ire .srey wIth black 'fins.
...6:6:. :::: 11 A..2 ,C,-... -, 2 = 3
Cver,11 lentn of the roc:cet 10 22 inces.
66c. --- on ...::.c lu.ps are provided
on the r5otcr ts .se spaced opproxfuutely 19 inches aosrt.
73ur fIns ore welded to the
aft end of :he c.cter tbbe and are not reuovable ...a. So t.- : ,..se with ..c.)t service
rockets.
2,e 2:26 ,ttor I:or,: 11
(1)

sc.:tains

essetIollp

tne

fel:3,1h:: ...arts:

Fr)nallant. The 5rede , la»t 's sn extr.ded s)....1»:ristl .7rs'..n of ballistite
wed.rulin L: ipprsnlmately 1-3/4 podn5s. Irdticitsr 61sbe se:dented to the
ends of tne orbin son:rol to bhrnin.: brea.
7

,n.fter.

A 14 zra:c blacns powder i:nfter in a plot:c case is located at
:nis 1.pnitor is to off by it electrical
end of the :actor.

777 77,,rd
-

sq.fib.

he ,-.7:-.. d s.:ppterts the 7.rsTell.nt or. lo.
burin.; 1urn3n6 it 1.re»he 7raln fron slidirs: rearward and 51sIn6 the nt:ble cpenlni:.

(3)

21d.
vents

(4)

It
:;os:le.
:he noddle Is a steel 7C.71'...:ri thres,:n. whdch the ,-toes flow.
dtrecos the :pas jet in trio desireo direction sn5 Also provides for the
enansitn sf toe ...ases Sr. t_e exOt 0000.

:.)
(6)

lt
::os'sle 51azdre.
"0he nsbble elosuro se5ls the rebr coo of the ...ctdr.
Is :r1:aped to tne electric,:..ita:-. .) .„ ),..000).5in
a
,Ist.dre p.r.- 51' seal.
3,e electrical pisttil entehds fro..
iiitsil.
est, bes6,n 5s tnet ..o cc in servloo rcozets.

'Ai.en the 5050 is screwed to tne ...ctbr In 0200,111,
red lead) is used to effect a ti,i)ht ses1 between tne twd

the nozzle enS and is :he
s lu),11 -. ): co:az - sun:
trts.

(white or

?.ca•tt launcher .'.ark 6 is actually an adapter for assosdib:btln,.: the relatively
The rc:ket
short 226 sub-caliber rocket to the :.)srk 5 .:5 1 zero len7th labnher.
Itvncher :.),r).: 0 is :lased on the lore 3 ::.cd. 1 aerc lenth ld ) - ' er in the sas.e ,anner
as a stLndrd servIce rc:nd wo.:1d )...e installed.
Tne 2:25 sdb-sallter rocket is inserted
Is secure ,by a s .enr wire
:.).: ,,:nuEe. soft
ittch errbne,ent.

:7.,y_-1

In the rad: slot
sop; er) whic
is

of the ..1,7'..: t:. ls.'_:,),:r
i055rted h_. .0. a

rocket
Another tyce adaster known ns the :.ork 6 )).: I bancists e.:-.-ntis11:: af
:launcher .6ark 6 61:h s speo.lal attach,sent fcr ...se on aha jrbousnn -,p;_e ser:. les.,:th
launcher.
5he 6,-boliser ::66 si:.et wall:
4 dis ,..ctiy wi.:h.,_: -. tne use of a.:

:Is

2:

the

r: 11

t . /3 ..,

It

In:2n hh.net - - tuncl.er

3!5 WINDOW ROCKET
BODY CLOSURE
AND ADAPTER

,
\ L,

I -.73X \
:/.'s \
.!, \ \
:.—

!, ,,,!
___... !'!

SHEAR PIN

• ::-4-/- -. /X
.,-,...,
!-

NOZZLE
LEAD
DELAY FUZE
AND
EJECTION
CHARGE

/
,/

STRIKER
COPPER
DIAPHRAGM
32 CALIBER BLANK CARTRIDGE

/ CLOSURE DISC
---

DESICANT BAG

7, 7.

-aumidt
'5 1" erpr000
lbs.
.

RTAD 17NT7F
F7AT -7 t ,"-','
,,,, T op 7,-,,rr
Is'IDTF 7= - AIL 7:NS
L7NGTF 77 'AIL 'INS
7M7-7S

.

.

. 27.2"
14 '5

,

'0

loaded:

705
9.2"
8.0'
Base 7ure Mk 1 , 4.

3.5" WINDOW
ROCKET

Is desirnad to he fired from Mnmal
The eln.o,' 7oo'tet
vessels eoinmed with A modification of the rreeent shipboard launcher. The round carries a payload of paperOnn'ed Total foil Strips which are scattered In tb.o,air 'ny a delayed-action charge.
The pay-load is e.!ected at an altitude of 120, ft. and raneeof .. .17)77 :dc. dt 45 0elecallc, n.

G777=AL:

The purpose S'f t he roc .,:et is to interrupt enemy Radar,
nromiding a screon behind which 0'_:_r sh,ps may aprrtach Cr maneuver undetected, Cr to
provide a false target for enemy Rader.
The 'Mindow Rocket' consists
bly Mc. 3.557010 ,.I't,5 , Rocket
Mk 17-,. The MI: 17-0 Motor
mentiess extruded c7' , -.'-ical ,r-cpe''tnt ,r-rir, w ,, ',--hinm

T7SORT"TION:

of the comrlete round Assemhead, Mk 1:-0 and 725 Motor
soluses the Mk 7 Mod I,
o =C Its.

The Rocket head Mk 1:-C contains a T.:5 Books.: head load
Yk 1 or Mk 2 which is housed in a split steel ejection linor , a closure adapter on
cur
:U..7' sealing the front end, and a wooden ogive can
the after end, an obturator
The closure adapter ,eided to Its after end carheld in by three aluminum rivets.
ries a cooper diaphragm elate with a firinT rin and also serv.to as a chamber for the
The Mk 14 Tune consists of a plastic
,
'me'tes
the fuse.
7"
blank
cartride
wrtc
Cal.
cnse containing a length of tee Ion =ickford fuse and an ejector charge of black powder
(20 mrams.
The heal load, Mk I, 15 a-proximately 4700 paper-coated
strips of aluminum foil .007" thich, 3/14" wide, and of marying lenmthe, housed In a
This load Is enclosed
wooden case approximately-5.7 , / ,,S4' diameter ate'.- 17. lone.
in two metal half cylinders for protection during expulsion.
''hen :he rocket is fired, 7as preesure blows out the forward closure disc and exerts force on the diaphragm plate
In the base of the mo - cr adapter. The diaohragm collapses
and the firing pin is forced Into • -re r-imer, f'r'rz the blank cartridge. The flash
from the cartridge ignites the fuse which burns 15 seconds and then ignites the black
powder ejector charge. The firing of the ejector charge shears the rivets holding
the wooden ()gime cap, and rushes the load forward out of the head. The metal strips
are then dispersed.
•
A po'''d deeign Is the 375 Rocket Assembly ho. 3.557025,
Rd:NAFFS:
consisting of the 3225 mc, tor yk 14 and 7!5 head Mk 14.
7- Is motor is designed like the 3775 motor Mk 7, and the
head differs frnm the M;c It heal rrimarily In having a hallo, steel ogime Instead of
.
See details of motor and head on rage 2E
P wooden one.
',:, 777_ATT0N:

'
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3 :5 ROCKET FLARE

I-7I*- CLOS=
'IA T-TRAGm 11TH
HIRP1

1

T10TCH AITA2TER.47
tf--- 1
CAL .52 BLANK
CAP1TRIDGE
!)-

I 3. 25 ROCKET MOTOR
1
MARK 14 MOD. I

,

FUZE MD 134 MOD 0

SH127I50 COVER
TAP= TO T7BE
SHCHTI.:3/11
CLIP

7

ILT=YANT CANDLE

-

-- PIGTAIL
ft
::-.',
--L: :'...--. ,
.: ::.
1-.

'
1
.1

FIN ASSE17.BLy

------- --

NCZZIE
I A0717.7-:7- 71. 7 Ur
1

GRID

:

-0

IrMCTO2 TUBE

-

.1

PARACHTE AND
SHROMS
PATLISTITE GRAIN
MD 7 'MOD 1
':7 05IN :: 077
-

11

(r
N

IGNITER 1 K. 11 140D 0
-

1.1

...T.=
f
„4 !
:' ` - ---‘f‘.---- CLOSURE DISC
If
L4-..-- ---=-4.
THREAD PROTECTOR
7

.1 1 ---

.

3:1 5 ROCKET HEAD
MK 14 MOD 0 WITH
ROCKET BODY LOAD
(FLARE) MK 7

1 ,7-0 Eccd.

':.

5.

'..,,`.,":-

aprroy.
77.5 lbs.'

L-""----, 47Ir..

2 ,7,..TALL
-'7,C7--.7
- CTA ,

........

1 ,3.5 rns.
727.E

-7:7RAL:

-

3'15 ROCKET FLARE

3.25 In.
"lc 174 `- cse ''.'...ce

ate:: c'

seocnds.
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". •:- .r. 1.- nites
,1 - 71
2ec'-7.i7
'
:
-... - o ,_,
1'
•
'cIch
f
.5e
the
7-Ites
e
1
,
cartridc
-...:^
The fIrinc--f t'. -, , !ector charr,e, 1 -- ltes the candle
''.h. 1- 15c .,:. -.owder , :.c',-..sr charFe.
-...7.ens and
-1r
-,.ch.... - c
,--d.
7
-1Sr.
of
7':0
forwarf.
ga. , ". .5'71'.:1'7 , :- Pc., : 71 y -.Isles The load
15hr c -,n(lle 17,..ros for a^-rox1.7.a*zely 2'..,seconds.

3:15 ROCKET YEAD Mk 3

RESTRICTED

head

3 Mod
Auxiliary
30057`er

Fuze Liner

Fuze Aclapi- er

Mk /4 ô Fuze
3:500
- 26 -

E7E7F7C - 722
•
7:5 r - o',.ets -ere 701717 , :lv es1 ,- ned to be
used ,.--- ainst s -.,-,12er tcr,7ets $uch cs su'r7arines
7 or Ian-7er 0700 ,--ts suc, -as 7.,—n!lror%s
,nd tsns.
and - 17h. -. ,crcr,-.ft, :lie 510 '.7:%E. devel - red from the
E" Mk 7E c., -.C1-71.rcr,ft sel. - he 7:5 Mk P so]ld
head and th. 7 '25 "k 5 FS s7ok ,fl - led ,re the only
ones n -, ' '- eln7 issued. -he 715 F.7. heas ,ere
-0-Thced bv !he 5:0, the for7er never eln:,-, la ,cued
sclal' lo.,,a of 7 , 7 scrricd as co--.....red to th. '-'20, he,,f,,s.
- he

U

3.5 ei 5.0
ROCKETS
U

7A7I7 0" E07K7.7 F7A7'S .:7t mc - 07.
:,..,a

7l_,In',7.

7, :E " 1,.s 1,2
'25 mks 7,5
:5 vk 4
715 Mks 6,9

:-.0 lb.
19.9
^0.2
00.0

9 lb.

715 Mk 9
5!0 Mk 1

00

C

--Fa

7
7

4-.3.5

'....,E.4
9..a

n.,:a

Lenth

.o...-...
vellat

9.7"
57.9 lb.
17.6
17.4-, ..,,
F,7.9
21.2;19.6
11.75
1C.7

'''..7

1.--.7th
54.7"
,9.9.
59.5
5E;
6:.5
7,.75
.34.5

,n..n:c
None
Mk 14E, Mk 149
Yk 1 4 6
Mk 149, Mk 1 , E
Mk 155
rcne
7 ,, ,E, Mk 1E7
Mk 165

All heads '.:5_,F• the 325 Mk 7 Motor
!motor le=th: 45 In; Motor reiccht: 72.6 lb.
."...encrth Inc. -Ludes the Mk 14E fuze.

The -:'.e.al ls 7f soil'. cteel an: , .. -ln, n -. :.1,h; .s.\ 1o: 1.e o. . ...e.
715 Mks : r - d -.
7re s - a - e -: - . - .0 round ,- Ives a relatIvely Ion:7 un::er-ct , r trcvel s -, s.ha'.1s, -de - th -f
e - '- - , r , les a . -- out ''' dezrees: . and 1 -Is , :s. =d cs c Fe - L - 7,77= - leroln.," rrc,:ectlie
a7nInst sub7crines or t , - ,-,. . --. `,,- ' ' ,. .es ''-, CT7 -rcd,_,o - Ccn -- 5": ' ,- as ado-:ed by
EuOrd cnd des17ned :he Mk 2.
5:5 Mks 7 and 5: The 'Tend Is fIlled c -_th 7:7 and flc - ed
t- ..a.,:e .rce /. _-_-9 fune. vith a second ndanter, 7'n. dl• - eter ls reduced to 1.5 in.
to take the mk 143 fuze. 7-:-.., se rounds ,.-e -or '==ue , an' -e-e re-laced Icy :he 5:0
Sc: contaln a =eater load 7f .:-.17::: ..x1o51':a.
heads
7"5 vl,-: The head has a se7I-arccr - leroln n'.se ar.7' LE f'..1". , I .:h TM?. 7 .:cls round
*,,as no. Issued becs:use -' s - ='' .-,' -' --- '7' ec-.^ , cclv- 7 - ' ,-- s re-'=ced by the 50
heads.
715 Yks 5 and 2: The hecd Is fllled c•ith 7S 577ke, 7he Mk E , -- F. the LnItial C77
rroductIon ..E7 *.as not lc , ued. _Eu0r2 In ado-tln7 t.ls he=.f. Increased :he len:th 2.."
and issued the round as the Mk c.
The
7 EE, ". ..
The head Sc of solld steel and containF nc nlrh ex-,locive or fuce.
round , as develoned to 7ive Setter underwater trp.v.c1 7nd ,..511 rerlsce ",..e 35 Mk O.

5:0 Yk 1: "Si'. '`ead i.e fi2led '5th 7N7 cod ,e17hs
'he sa7e ads-ter 0I07s are used as on t're
f o e.
Nose fuze 7.:F` ?1" . .7.9 be aoseled In head before
lf delay Sc desTF7T7 - Fend sln-ed ...Ith :case fune
be re - oved.

45.5 l's. " .: - .en fl - ted wlth a Mk 149
75 mk 5. FeR11 Issl.led with nose nluz,.
71re ,ith fune on "safe"
flrInT.
cecled It -lcce. Ease 'u - e rust not

5!0 Mk1 Mod I:2-:c1c hec'. - :.iff=rs fl.o.7 the :1'0 Mk 1 .: -,C 0 o .1. 5:. th,t The nose lc
,:-...,,,,L,,Ily oavetIoed to ta',ce -_, -.e Mk 17?-0 fun= .....ch. I-. 1. - .r7=r ': -.an '.h.s,Mk 14S
other nose fuzes and th-refore Sc not Int=rch2r7e7 , 1 , ', . •:t7.

3!25

tube

Yk

7

Motor:

(ze., ,n,,.2,.._

07

,,-.. 32)

The 3:25 Mk 7 rotor Is used , Ith the 7:5 and 510 heads descrIbed above. At
4.
7,'o elecforvad end of the motor Is a Slack rowder bolter and nn electric so lb.
tric leads extend throueh the rotor end out the aft end to a cable end rluF connecwhich
acts
Is a venturl
a
nozzle, and
At the aft end of
the rotor thereas
tion.
a bae of silica eel ... , ,--.1ch acts as a dehydratinc a7ent In keepin,- 7oisture frorn the
The ballIstIte Craln used Is the cruclform tyre wlth Inhibitors,belMg
baristite erain.
33" lonc- , 2.75" Sr. dlar.eter, and welehlr.7, 8.5 lbs. Eurn 4 r: tire of the telliatite
varies from .62 seconds to 1.46 seconds, derendlng or
The tall consists of 4 sheet 7=tal fins set 90° arert and welded to a central
cyllnder. The tail le silo , ed over th= aft end of the 7 - tcr a.nd Is secured by a tall
lockinc rIn,7, which screws on.
27
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SO ROCKET NEAD Mark 1
Ack e
TC

1`1 k /57 Fuze

head

Mk 3 Mod I

Auxiliary Booster

Fuze Liner

-
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35 and 50 ROCKETS: (continued)

RF"-!APES:
(1) 017 refers to the California Institute of Technology which develops
rockets for the Bureau of Ordnance. As the rockets are adopted by nuCrd,
new mark or mod numbers are assigned.
(2) Rockets fired from aircraft are more accurate than those fired from the
ground. The 35 fired from an aircraft travelinm at 300 to 500-ft/sec
has a mean deviation in dispersion of about 5 mils; when fired from the
ground, the dispersion is 26 mils.
(3) The 35 (E.E. and FS) have a maximum velocity of In0 ft/sec. exclusive
of plane speed as compared to 900 ft/ sec. for the 50 H.E.
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4.5" BARRAGE ROCKET
32

1..i...S.t.-ZD

-. S.

"Ith Yk 7 Fead

SFF7 AT , 0 7- 7 F
FFA7 17"7-TF
1-77.AD -, ,(,YF -77,
FEAD ".7. 7 G' "ALI --.:TCK" , SS
vc.-cp. ,7=,
yoccE - , -! , ■,- -pm,
FAY.GE.
, Y. 7 LTSIV , C ,, =G: (7" - )
7USES

`7=

7t.0 In.

-

15

4.5 Ir
to.c lb=
0 25 In.
5 In.
' '5 I^.
"'","-11C't yds.

12

4.5 BARRAGE
R 0 CKET(BR)

"1- 177 or Yk 145

'
The 45 Farrace Focket ( -_, 7 is a licht demolition rocket intended for launching
from landinc boats, am-Th1 - 10us :rucks or other vehicles where - he -0 -- " of cuns or
mortars would be sb..`eitinable nnd from portable launchers of toe or 7ore rails. This
rocket Is especially valatie in qmphiblous landinc operations to Five the attacking
forces fire power durinc :he time between cessation of naval obel i inc and the time
when small ar7S fire becomes effective (about E.00. yds.)
4, 5
Yotor
7111er
-,.'.?5" Yk 9
___
FS, '.7.-,2.25' Mk 9

Fend
vk 7
`k 5

Yk 7 .79,
Vk

.517::IlE EA:P.RASE ROCK:TS
Grain
V:': 1
,.•. 1
Yk 1

'P

....
3„-

rk 1

".t:5” Yk 9

Fuze
Mk 177
Yk 17"
Yk 154-:
Yk 177
:`k 154-3
y.,. 145

:'omlnal •:elooitv
355 ft/sec
355 ft/sec
355 ft/sec
755 ft:sec

The Yk 5 wos a 117 Fr-.luction w: - .Ich Is re-laced ty the BuOrd
Production yk 7.
* 1,_ 7 head is loncer, civinc overall lencth of 37.0"
FS - Sulthur triocide In chlorosulfonic acid
..co _ ybite 9"nsohorcus
HEAD 7.0nS771-.771-lt 7 :
The bead and motor are co - ;pled by tenns of a threided ads ter, and the fuze
screws Into tO' - -se of 'he heal. The head is cylindrical, the forward end hemispheriAbout 5.5 lbs. of hlch enolcelve can be loaded tbrouch
cal and the rear end reduced.
The fuze
a 2-7/4' hole In the rear, which Is sealed later with a motor adapter.
liner, In the nose of the head, contains a booster charce of : -- anule - TOT.
VOTSP:
The motor consists of s seamless steel tube fitted with a nozzle at the aft end
and sealed by the charter to the head at the front.
TAIT_ ASSEYSLY:
Two circular shrouds, the same diameter as the body, are attached to supporting
The too shrouds serve to align the round while : on the
fine at the rear of the motor.
Two wires brought out through the powder
launcher and to stabilize it in filcht.
The forward shroud is Insulated
Frain and the nozzle connect to the two shrouds.
from the rest of the rocket to orevent a short circuit to the after (grounded; shroud.
FF07700ArT:
Single cylindrical grain s -.! ballIstite lln lonc with 1.7" outer diameter. The
The burning continues
ballistite Is ignited by black powder fired by an electric squib.
for about 0.3 seconds, durinz wbich time the rocket travels about EC feet.
•
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ELECTRIC PIG TAIL.
SHIPPING CAP, REAR -

NOZZLE SEAL

-

FIN
GRID

SUSPENSION
LUG

570 ROCKET MOTOR
MK 2 MOD.0

24LB, CRUCIFORM
PROPELLANT GRAIN

SPLIT SPACER RING

LUG BAND •

---'"-FRONT SEAL
-

I

.

IGNITER

FELT WAS HER__-l/B . FELT WASHER

-!-

..:

,--.;

FUZE 11K.159 HOD.0
5...OROCKET BODY
N _,-N
MK 6 MOD. 0
*.
N
N

. ■:..1
'A ri

1 7,
r-•'.
r,...,.,
AUXILIARY
- BOOSTER MK 3 MOD-I
irUZE ADAPTER

FUZE YIN. 19 MOD.0

5. 1 0 ROCKET
(5.' 1 0 MOTOR)
34

PESTRITTED
OVERALL IFNUTH
TOTAL 'EIGHT
DIAYvTv7 Ov F vAU
LTNGTP CY PF.AD
, v 7 3 ,, T OF ,TEAD
YALL T', I - KNESS

ep,

,T. S

140 lbs.
5.0"
20.3"
52 lbs.

vmnfn "e,•,,,,1 5.0"
RAUGE
Y77FS: Mk 5-0 and Yk 5-0 . Nose
Nose
Sase
Fase
Mk 5-1 (only) . . . Rase
Rase

NAVv

5.0" ROCKET
5.0" MOTOR

Fuze
Fuze
Fuze
Fuze
Fuze
,'... - e

Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk

148
149
157-0
159-0
159-1
154-0

(unofficially deslmnated as
the E.V.A.R.)

The rsoket heads used are the 5!0., Mk 6 Mods 0 and 1. The
Mk 6 Mod C Is filled with TNT and is equipped with a base
fuze and a nose plum. When thus used, the head will have
the .penetration and fragmentation characteristics at comparable .velocities of the
5"/35 AA Common projectile, of which It Is a modified desimn. All 570 rocket heads
Mk 6 Mods 0 and I are shinned with a base fuze installed and staked in place.
No
A
attempt shell be made to remove the base fuze fro= the head nrlor to the firinm.
metal cur-shared thread protector protects the external threads on the base sf the
head and on the base fuze. The Mk 5 Mod 1 Is si=ilar tc the Mk e Mod 0 with a ego
The 5°0 body Mk 5 Mod C. Is the initial TIT producseal added to the bomb fuze seat.
The two bodies are identical.
tion which was adopted by FuOrd as the Yk 6 Mod O.
ROCKET READ:

The 5°0 Rocket Motor Mk 2 Mod 0 consists of a seamless
steel tube with Internal threads on both ends.
Into the
rear end is screwed the nozzle plate haviam S nozzles arThe central nozzle Is closed by
ranged in A circle, and a central blow-out nozzle.
a disc of 0.024" thick copper, insulated amainst the heat of the motor by asbestos
and hard fiber plums. The thickness of the disc is such that It shears and blows
out at a pressure of aporoximetely 2400 lbs. ner square inch, which is the eormal
maximum motor pressure when the nronellant grain Is at a temperature of 100 F. If
the pressure rises above this, the disc and plug s;ze ejected; this increases the
usable temperature range of the rocket by about 40' F.

ROCKET M070?:

Seven of the eight nozzles are sealed Individually by a
llmht steel cup and sealing compound. The eimhth nozzle accommodates the electric
In shipment, a
connector cable which is crimped into the steel nozzle closure.
dome-shared steel shinninm can fits into the sleeve of the fin assembly, acting as
an auxiliary seal and at the same time serving to enclose and protect the electrical
rim-tell in shipment.
Lugs for attaching the fins are mounted on the nozzle end
of the rotor. The fins are shipped with the motor and are attached when the round is
assembled. The fins are held in niece by snrinm-loaded latches within the fin itself.
The fin lugs and rear suspension lugs are welded to the bands of the fin assevbly,
The front lug band is strarned
which is slinned on over the nozzle end of the motor.
to the motor. The motor is shipped w!,.'..h lug attachments on --- ^^ ...,Sr tube for use with
aircraft launcher Mk 5 Mod 1. An extra rail type lug is provided in the shinpine
box to adapt the rocket for use on the aircraft launcher Mk 4.
The front end of the motor Is sealed by a steel diaphragm
ecuipped with a blow-out disc in the center to allow easy passage of the motor gases
to the Pressure arming fuze to the base of the body. In shipment, a cylindrical metal
thread protector extends into the motor the same depth as the body and seats on a felt
rim glued to the diaphragm seal.
The propellant is a grain of cruciform shaped balllstite
weighing 24 lbs. The grain is inhibited on the outer web surface and is supnorted by
a spacer and steel grid at the nozzle end.
The propellant is ignited by a metal case
igniter containing 35 grams of black powder.
The 570 Mk 2 Mod 1 motor was never produced. The Mk 2 Mode
differs in that the tall fins are welded to a sleeve which slips over the base of the
tube and is clamped ln place. The fin assembly is comnlete and Generate from the motor.
The rear suspension lug for use with the Yk 5 Mod 1 launcher is on an independent band
The Mk 2 Mod 3 which will supercede the Mod 0 and 2, Is similar to the Mod 2 except
except the nozzle ring Is of slightly different construction.
The 5!0 Mk 1 Mod 0 rocket motor (OTT Production) is the
prototype of the Mk 2 Mod 0 (BuOrd issue). The two motors vary only in that the suspension lugs on the former are welded directly to the rocket motor.
1. Using fuze Mk 159 Mod C, this rocket will penetrate
At
3.75 ft. of reinforced concrete at normal incidence.
Fired from a plane traveling
an angle of 30 0 obliquity, it should penetrate 2.75 ft.
at 300 knots, fumed with the Mk 149 Mod 0 fuze, serious damage will be caused to armor
up to 1-5/8' in thickness. Using the Mk 159 Mod 0 fuze and a steel nose plug, this
rocket will penetrate armor 1.0° thick before detonation.

REMARKS:
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TCTE-

FUZE MK. 100 MOD. 0
FUZE ADAPTER

AUX. DET. MK. 44- MOD 2

5" BODY MK. 7 MOD. 0

FRONT SEAL

FELT DISC

IGNITER MK. 17 MOD. 0
ELECTRIC LEADS

31! 559
570 MOTOR MK. 3 MOD. 0
PROPELLANT GRAIN
END VIEW( WITH REAR
CLOSURE REMOVED)

GRID

NOZZLE PLATE RING ASSEMBLY

NOZZLE
PLATE
REAR
CLOSURE

INSULATING RING
INSULATING BUSHING
NOZZLES

CONTACT RING

5! 0 SPIN STABILIZED ROCKET WITH BODY MK.7 MOD. 0
(GENERAL PURPOSE) AND MOTOR MK. 3 MOD. 0
!

C,

U. S.

RESTRUTaD__
Spin stailized roc'ects are intended prl=arily
for sipacard ese. The =enoral purose an..!,
Com=on rounds ere particularly adanted for 7.7.
boat attacks at ranTes loss than 11,00c yards.
The ::f„ --,h Capacity rockets are s'.,litatie for
barra:es at 5,0
to 5,,C0C yards.
The spin stabilized rockets =ust be used in the
specially aesie,ned launchers 10 30 Mods C and 1,
Mk 51 :,,c,,.s C' and 1; and in launcher assere,'lles
01: 1C.1 Y.cd 0 or ::.1: 112 Mcd C.

PUEFOSE
Head
Motor
Propellant :rain
ITniter
Len;th Head (Yu:zed)
Lenth Motor
Overall Lenettze
'eizhe of body
Wei:1:t of : . iller
Total We -17:ht
Fuzes:
hose
.
7ase
Aux. Let.
flance (45 0 elev.)
':elocity

510 Wk 7
50,t: 3
Mk 21 Mod
1?: 17 Y.od
1,-5 in.
22.5 in.
31.5 in.
20 11:a.
.._._.
1.73 lbs.
4 - • - __

5.'10 ROCKET
SPIN STABILIZED

CC:D:0::

All Mods
All Mods
0
0

'•:: 1:C. Mod 0
one
::.k 44 :.:od 2
11,000 7.- as.
1,550 ft/sec.

HIC,H CAPACITY

5:C Mk E All :.ods
50 :5: 3 All Ions
:.k 21 :cd 0
Mk 17 :;.od 0
7.54 in.
22.5 ir—
25.E in.
20 lbs.
Explosiee 'I'"
1.6E lbs.
50..7 its.

570 Mk 10
50 Mk 4
:.:k 22 !:od
.'.1: 15 1:.cd
15.38 in.
15.2S In.
52.2 in.

::on:
!,:k 51 Mod C
Mono
11,000. yds.
1600 It, sec.

:::: 30 :od 5.
tone
','.1( 44 ::cd 1
5,250 yds.
130 ft/sec.

0
0

All tons
All 3:.ods

T.".;.T.
:.1,, lbs.
52 lbs.

0'.0_-_,2 HEADS:

510 :oc:et Head Mk 7 (eneral Purnose): This head is threaded
externally at t:..e aft end to acco=ozate the :•otne. It Is
at the 'n, - 7n, - ' o.--' to acco==odate t'ec fuze
. adapter for rocket fuze .1: 13, : cd :. Iwo ..,-._.er 1,oles zre located In the aft ,nd
- he feze adapter is Internall7
of the head spaced 150 0 anart to facilitzte aszee.bly.
threadeu for A,miliary Deto! - ztor 'one —, 4= ':o ..,1 2. The ,., no fuzc, Mk 10'„ :..od 0 is
screwed in over the Auxiliary Letoeatin: ',:ze.
(:.-:TT.:
1 . he fuze seepter ant Aux. :'ot.
Mk 44 Cod 2 are shipped installed In the head.)
5:: ,_'. Head NI: E and ::ods (Con -on): :his head is ir_:ternally threaded
at the aft end to ta;:e ease feze :.: .1. et nE-_s two span7,ee neles 1100 apart o facilitate asse=bly operations.
WA=

Do not re -7070 the base fuze which
shipped In place in the head.

is

:510 Head :',- 1C. an,: - cods C.:i -7,-. :aracite: The nose of this head
is internally threaded to fit coca fuze :Ik 50 :c::. 3 ar., , fuze nun- nor. It has two
spanner holes 1E0 0 apart near tl:o base end on facilitate asser.Ply operations. The
fuze adapter Is Inter: 0112 threaded to hold Aexiliary Eetcrator Fuee Mk 44 Cod 1 and
the nose fuze :•,: sC.: ::_ot. 3 fits o7er the Auxiliary :etonator.
:-:001E1 :07): - .S:

510 Rocket ::otor Mk 5 end - rods: The motor ble 3 and :Cods, as
used with rocket heads
.,: 7 and VI: C consist cf the folloyin;
parts:

The motor tube consists of a seamless steel tube with internal
threads at both ends which acts as a cceenzstion chamber for the propellant. It is
machined with a bourrelet rin at each end. The bourrelet acts as a bearin,7 surface .
when fired frcr. the

tubular launcher.

The shionin7 can Is located in the forward end and most be removed when fittin,-; the head to the motor.
The front closure is a steel disc pressed in position near the
front and of the notor tube.
Its purpose is to seal the front end fro= moisturq, dirt,
etc., and also retains the 5.7,niter and propellant :rain in place. A thin felt pad
cushions any contact between the front closure and the i:niter.
The i7nIter Yk 17 Mod 0 consists of a flat tin case containin3
Two leads from the squib pass to the
rear of the motor tube where one lead Is connected to the contact rin:, and the other
lead is ;rounded to the motor tube at the nozzle plate rine,.

35 ;rams of black powder and an electric squib.
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NOSE PLUG

^

FUZE ADAPTER

15 .'504
1

AUX. DET FUZE
MK. 44 MOD I

EXP "D"

8".4II

0

TNT.

BASE DET. FUZE
MK. 31 MOD 0
BASE PLUG

SHIPPING CAP
5. '0 ROCKET BODY
MK.I0 MOD.0
(HIGH CAPACITY)
1

5"0 ROCKET BODY
MK.8 MOD. I
(COMMON)

•
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5!0 SPIN-STABILIZED ROCKETS: (continued)

(cont'd;

▪ felt disc 1" t . .icn prtects the Train fron accidental shock.
has an occontrically ^laced hole 17nIch houses and ferns
a s:pd - fit for the inTter case.

?he re,211ant is a:. inhibited, corn-shared, extruded
prain of ,allictitc
approxi:atcly ton
The surface of tho , - rain Is
wit plastic ctnips te control the rarnin: ourface of the
7ho nozzle olatc as_onUlc consists of e.-ht nozzles and a
nrid ncuntod en a nozzle pTate. The cylindrical
sated steel zrid is pressed , n to
riace and peened in position in a center cein the nozzle plate. It supports the
:repellant - rain and acts as a spacer Tetween the rain and the nozzle plate, creatin
chanCer artek e^- , "-es the pressure by all nozzles adrin - firin:. The :Tizzies are
C.
C: 505 fitted into tTe nozzle plate and aro canted 12° to Tive a clockwise rotation.
a

2he nozzle plate pin - asse,t1n consists of a nozzle plate rin. i7,
and the insulated contact rinj. '2hc contact rinj, is a steel land around the nozzle
plate rnc and is electrically Insulated fron it. Cue nozzle plate rir n: and contact
rin,-; are the two terminals of the ipniter electrical circd't. t'he rinp,s are shcrt
circuited by a short cirodltin - : - andockad arodnd the nozzle plate ',pin: assenbly In
such a manner that it creates a short circdft between the nczzle plate rip.: and contact rinrd The short cinc , :itln: yard must e re-cued ,hen preparin - the rocket for

the aft era ci

Cda rear cieca:, 1, ,
and Lle,c cat dicer

:actor

ah co -a,,..tej, In ;dace at
„alint

d'he franc a:el roar cicsares sl.cald act 1,c, taa,rod
„ctcr
. b 4 to sl,l_ar t, t

a'l ojs: :he 51. roc;:et :actor
Tiscussed &Pone except:

1..:" icnt cr 7" ancrtor than tha

: ctcr
a1:
-nf:ter 13
differs on::: In that It has
▪
sr.:a:ter loads.
a. rrapellart :rain 1k .el !..od C Is ased and differs only In
that It is shorter Cr. lenrtn, Lac v.a.1 he aprrox. 5.5 its.
4. The nozzle In the nczzle olote assenhly has a smaller
throat diameter.

Electrical current to fire the rocket Is fed to the not or by
nears or a co:toct
at the rear of the motor. The electrical inpulse passes fron the cohtact ring throu,:h the squib
cadsinn the aquiT to set off the black p,,der in to,
::urninz' of the rniter
fills the Interior cf tne rotor tube ,Tth not burnin: 7as under hin,h pressure. As soon
as the propellant ,e 'Ins to burn, it ienerates a =erne quantity of - as and increases
the pressure. J. farce is thus exerted in all Tirctioc Tlcwin: cdt the rear closure
disc. The r,:as is t:,en free tc rush cut C.
cud. Tne - as also exerts full
force on the ccrrospcndin_ area of the cicdcd fcraar.:: snd of the 7 - ter, creating a net
fcrce or tnrust which
the cachet fcranri.
12° cc:.: of the ::czelcs gives
the rocket Its clockwdse rctation cr sTin, r.':dch is r,edired to ::vn: the roes and
stabilize the rocket In flinht.
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7.2 ROCKET
AMMO. SHIPBOARD
WITH MK . 5
HE AD

FUZE PROTECTING
FUZE 2CAP
)

FUZE SEAT LINER
BOOSTER
MAIN CHARGE

m . 5 HEAD

FILLING PLUG
FRONT CLOSURE
DISK
• IGNITER

MOTOR
ADAPTER

POWDER GRAIN

END VIEW OF TAIL
GRID
INSULATION
FORWARD SHROUD
NOZZLE
INSULATED WIRE
DESICCANT BAG

REAR SHROUD
40

•
RsZTRICTED
CV.TRALL T-R0'0TF
!, C1.'.v LRMSTF
F0DY 71.M=R
BCTV ':•710F.7
FILLFR '710HT :Tr7)

'!A.1):., 7

,,

7R..5
19.0
7 2
17 9

7"2 ROCKET AMMO.
SHIPBOARD

n.o is.

IcKr.T.ss

YOTCR LFMGTF
MOTOR 71A”77.7?
70707 , 71 . 07 -E
TAT1 '7.1DTH
COLOR
TOTAL ' , 5 .:0H-

17. S. NAVY

in.
in.
tn.
lbs.

0.2 In.
15.9 In.
2.25 In.
1 lbs.
7 0 In.
55 lbs.

.-

TAFG7T:

'
he most comzon Installation conFor uee by Patrol vessels against submarines.
sists of to 4-rall lnunehere, Mk 20 with a fixed elevation of 46 mounted on the
fore deck with firing controlled from the brldre.
FUZIMG:
The Mk 1 7 1 and Mk 140 fuzes are rer'aced by the Mk 156.
0CMPL7 - 7. 7=7. ASR7M2LY:
At pr ,..sent some nine models of the 772 Rocket for shimboard use are in service
The 70s .: cemmdn unit now In service is the Mk 6, for which the
or contemplated.
Following are the service assembly rounds 'ich are being used and
above data to given.
will be ueed. °
Comvlete Found
Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk

5
7

2
6
13
15

Pod,72 Mk 4
5
5
5
5
4

Motor

Fil:In,'

25 Mk 3
3
3
3
3
3

TOT
720
7FX
TOT
-...,.
7M7

Fuze

Grain
Mk 3
3
7
10
10
3

Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk
Mk

131-Mk
131-Mk
140-Mk
131-Mk
140-Mk
140-Mk

156
155
156
156
156
156

The most common unit now In servlce Is the !!)): e.
* Tz addition to the ears-Ice rounds Included in the table, there are the 71'2
:Rockets mks 106 and 10.', filled with plaster for target practice, and the Mks 205

and 2:.9 filled

ith plaster for :17111.

IR= 10MS777710M:
he rrojectile consists of a flat nosed body with a conical tail fairing and
parallel sides amidahlos. The adapter and fuze thread 'Into the arse and the motor
unit threads Into the base of the unit.
MOTOR:
The motor unit contains a long single pellet of smokeless powder which, when
ignited ty a black reorder primer fired by an electric squib, burns at a pressure of
1000 to 7 500 lbs. per sq. In. The gases are forced cut aft through the nozzle in the
rear end of the motor tube. The propulsion Is completely independent of any agent
The burning continues for from .2 to .7 of
which would Introduce a recoil prOblem.
at which point propulsion
a second during which time the missile travels about 30 feet
This projector charge is Intended for
ceases and the mrojectlle Is free in flight.
use on the Mk 00. 21, or 22 732 Rocket launchers.
TATL :=67775770M:
Steel tube attached to body by a threaded joint; tall fins with two clrcular
The vanes have a 10
drums attached to the sftor end to glve stabilized trajectory.
The two vane support
degree twist to give a slow rotet Ion and prevent rudderinF.
-lrine
from
the
electric
squib
passing from the
Or
as
control
rines,
drms also act
primer aft to the t-o rings 1.S - Ich eerve :-: firing contacts.
77,MARKs:
1. "hen Torpex to used, th , woight In increased by approximately 2.5 lbs.
2. The 2!5 (sub-caliber Rocket, consisting of the 1125 Mk 1 motor and 215
The motor,
Mk 1 head, Is a miniature of the regular rocket and is used In practice.
fabricgted of steel, coneains a single tubular powder Frain, an igniter, and lead
The tall fins, supported by a shroud, are offset 5 degrees to impart some
,,iree.
The Mk 1 head
rotation to the round with the object of improving undeivater travel.
has e cavity for a shot gun shell; the Mk 1 Mod 2 head Is solid.
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cc 0
w 1`.'
=
<(1)
<17,_

-1 2

: '. .',F2.7-7, ..."1,
Motor '!1-5 and Fead ,. ,.k 7
OFFRALL '"-- GT.
F', AD "T^TF
FEAD LE - T --,IS
"OTOF LFNGTH
=FOr'="LA!,7T
Y', Or - LLA77 L7NaTH
FTLLFR
,'I'LLF , ":7;',F7 (''5)
,.".7=7LLAN- ,, T1F ,
- OTAL "EIS!'"
(arcrox.)
, r7L , NO.
COLOR (head)
- 01.0. (mo'or)

4S 1 In.
II
7 7 "n
in.
,o 0 in.
vl- l' 'n'lls — te r--....... ;";;;;.75 In.
,ny C1'.71.CP. 1'll'er
with sr. inr. over 1.7
1'7' 7 lbs.
5 25 ]be.
:-, 2 7,s
3500 yds.
Nose: ,", ' -, 7 or Yk :47-1
'k 1,-'7 or "k 1.77_1
"--ay, -Ith yello, r.cs
band
Olive drab wlth nomenclature stencilled In yellow.

7.2

75

CHEMICAL
ROCKET

'!SE:

LayInz smoke screens or disseminating
a=ong enemy troous.

LAIT'FFR:

This rocket Is fired from a 24-rall demountable, variableelevation launcher carried In a ;?... ton truck. The salvo
Is fired In 2-7 seconds, and the launcher can be reloaded

In 1-1/2 minutes.

chemical agents

7-7N-7.AL:

These two rockets nre Identical, end are under rroduotion
by the Army as the 7:2 7?: rocket, thourh the rro';:et Is
of Yavy desin and ta:bes a Navy fuze.
he
differ.nce between the rockets as used by the Army 9.72- 7avy is in the rroroilnnt, as
to mentioned above.
C;7NST="CTION:

-he head consists of the contalner, ado-stem, burster tube,
burster ohhrge, chemical char,re
shIppinr plu7, end connector.
The contalner Is a bulb-shared steel tube oren at
both ends. The adanter flts in.,Ide the flanrre on the forward end of the container and
Is brazed thereto.
The wide
for-ard end of the ada-ter Is Internally threaded to
seat the fuze.
The burster tube, made of steel, fits inside the ads-ter end extends
downward into the container.
The t:.:be an'a-ter are held to7ether by a r.ress fit and
sealed with white lead caste.
The rear ., nd of the tube Is closed.
vOTOR:

The motor is a steel tore, the forward end of which is
extern-lly threaded to screw into the connector of the
head.
The v , rturi tube, or nozzle is slirred dr,n thru
the large, oren end of the notor body, and the end Is .elded to the inher edre of the
motor-bndy rim.
TAIL A.5517BLY:

The tall assembly consists of two tall vanes, a front and
°cur fins.
Each vane is made of steel and is shared
roughly like a W.
The two shrouds fit over the vanes.
The termlnals for the izniter lead wires are attached to the inner surfaces of the two
shrouds.
The steel fins are welded to the outside of the motor body just forward of
the tarer, wIth the aft ends cut out to flt over the shrouds.
7=2=7-...:ArT:

This Is the Mk 11 Rrain.

72 7.-R-!: As rroduced for the yaw:, the rrorellant conslats of a single grain of solventiess extruded b.7'er , te
,Ith an outer diameter of 2.5" and Inner diameter of 1.0".

72 T:,='1 Army Chemical Roc:-:et: "hen used by the Army, however, the rrorellant used consists of four sticks of bnIllstite, .1.th a 1.0" axIal
hole, nlaced end to end with a washer between each.
The sticks are 3-rldced, and each
has elcht sets of three holes radially th_roun. h It.
Overall length of the four sticks
is 20.5.
This rocket ls in current mrduction by the Army as the
"72 721 Focket!
•
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2125 Motor Mk 3

Adapter For
225 Motor
Base Fuze
Mk 146-1
Adapter For
325 Motor
and fuze

*h)
Fuze Seat
Liner
4

.Fuze Gasket
Auxiliary Booster
Mk 1

,

77\

Spacer
Shipping Plug

—712 Head, Mk 10.
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II

Mk 10 Rocket Fody
OVERALL LENZTE
READ DIAMETER
MOTOR DIAMETER
EXPLOSIVE T'EITR7 (0-2)
LOADED 'TIGHT
MAXIMUM FAY=
FUZE
=K"D DESIT,MATION
. .
MOTOR DESIMATICN

35 in.
7.2 In.
2.25 in.
33 lbs.

.

eo

e

vA7v

72" DEMOLITION
ROCK ET(DR)

Its.

275 yds.
See below.
7!2 Mk 10
'.225 Mk 3

USE:
The 7:': DR, a mod , fication of the 72 Rocket Ammo
lition of anti-tank obstacles.

(Shimbcard),

Is used for demo -

DESZRIPTION:

The rocket head Is deslmned to provide for a base detonating fuze and has a thin
The 7ropellant Is a single unperforated
steel head to rive the maximum blast effect.
The body can be fitted Tith any one of a number of rocket 'motors to
cruciform grain.
The mean lateral deviation is 10 mils (from
mive velocities from 17d to 400 ft/sec.
90 in. launcher).
The ttse fuzes, Mk 146 and Mk 161-0, are armed during fllmht by the pressure of
The Mk 10-1 Is
the mas evolved from the turning propellant acting on diaphrarm.
the Mk 10 heed slimhtly altered to accommodate the new motor adapter of the Mk 161-0.
FUZING:
The Mk 5 head
The Mk 10 head
The Mk 10-1 head

:
:
:

Nose - Mk 152 or Mk 141
Ease - Mk 146
Ease - Mk 1e1-0

LAT:7=R:
In its most common use, the 7!2 DR Is projected from a
It Is usually fired
mounted on the turret of the Y 4 tank.
has proved effective ac- ainst concrete obstacles at ranges
launcher was desimned and is produced by the Army Ordnance

20-rail armored launcher
at point-blank range and
The
of 100 to 150 ft.
Department.

REMARKS:
Thle rocket is in production by BuCrd.

--

Complete Ruund Assemblic,
Sead

Co=p1,, nound

N,C1.
, '

'1,''..T.

Nu= berLb,:

Ft..k.c

A.sclubl,

72 Rockets DesnoliCoa
-- _

Nora

Mk.Wt..

Motor

F.11,7

Graio

13"..,

1.,

T,.,.,

NZ.

zi,

,...: No,

mk.

''''

No.

Mk.

5,,

tx,,,, A:2,2.

Lt,:0.... N.J.

1

1

7.2HE601

55

173

5

47

TNT

32

RBDA

2

1 2. 23

3

10

1.4

7.2HE002

OS

175

5

47

TNT

32

RBDA

1

1

3

10

1.4

RN1BD

7.211E603

60

175

10

50

TNT

31

REDA

1

1 2. 533

10

1.9

RN1BD

15

2.23

RNSBD

RESTE ICTED

7.2 PROJECTOR
CPARGE AMMO.
FUZE

••

somis

TUBE
CPRrR/DGE

51-/ROUD

•

P , 977.7 -- 7.D
A:
'''''
PROJECTOR
7112
7 ', In.
17 ,, l',,.
F AD ' 1 7,F.
CHARGE AMMO.
7

-7 -

-

=S5
'ALL TAIL
TAIL L''Z" ,- .
("-.-.ts ls r..Tt a roe.,.et, but a rroTAIL "7,77F
jec-i1=:
It lo Incl , Ided h=re boc.7, lbs.
- AIL , 7,21-7 ,-o.-.10e of it,F sillarity to the
Y.ousetrap)

TA=7:
1I71:

Fcr ,,170 by - , trol !e.e.els a - alnst subThrines.
rose: The n 1 7, 5 and the n 140 are r=r17ced by
the ! , '.k 15E.

The rrni=otile consists ^' , lint nosed head wIth a
conical tall f ,:irin. --and rarallP1 sides. 7h= adA-t=r
and fu7e .yr...--1.71 Into th= nose. The motor unit consists of a s -7()=1=55 nowcler cartrld;7e ".71th 7rImer -hich is lod=d for,'ard In th= tall
---= - - I - =r Is detonated by electric contube, the tube fittInF over a firin.7 most.
tacts In the - ost, resulting I ,' , -in - the c7 - t - '' - e * , h1ch -no-=ls th= char7e of the
rro,lector. This rrojector chnr.7e Is 7 - tef: for u , e on Its rroj.ctors Y.ks 10 & 11.

IPODY .707717 - C:

7AIL 7— =-7= - 7.77CN:
:
! statillze2 tra:ectory.

A st , e1 tube n't , ohed t- head by a thread=1 ,!ol.nt.
7011 fIr.,,have P 17 1==e= t...Ist anZ. one allotted wIth
a drum 507-ort In or'.er to 7Ive a slos rotatton and
Is used, the
'i"'

7or7 , 1 - 17 kr.

and the 1777' 7.Z". tll I!k 4A. 7h ,,. e are beIn ,
the 1:76 7. - . t ,, I1 In 5 hod C.

,,-,

., e1,- ht

Is lncl' , 7sed by

os the .7_ ,:.d. ,:eho.

Is .7^F,:. 7.r. the 7, f-.' h=ad n 4A
r=71 ,..ced by -, r h=ad Yk 4 `c, d C. and

BLOW-OUT DISC _gettr
E4D-Ett-TtAt- NOZZLE CLOSURE
GRID E NOZZLE PLATE ASSEMBLY
-•--r

FIN ASSEMBLY

PROPELLANT GRAIN SUPPORT
ASSEMBLY

PROPELLANT GRAIN MK I MOD, 0

BASE PLUG

AUXILIARY BOOSTER MK .2

FILLER (TNT 152.5 LS)

:0

BODY mK.I MOD.0(ii.75)

11.75 ROCKET
GENERAL. ARRANGEMENT

moDC)

aal*W460m

-

TATA

77,47: MT 1

-

CC 0: vCTOS: MK 1 h00 0

1:7 ,,,,,
lbs.
'0TAI .. T11...7.1253
11.75"
M-7,0 7 TAh77 "
47,,
-...,,A7, LT::,.,..:
60.2 Ms.
READ ,7 7 :3 7
,7AtI, ,ro-vm-oss
n,, 4n
h 77 0 5, L3=9
11.75'
h 77 0 5 D 7 AM7 7 7R
- - 7ILCIrC
,5, 5 Th,
' ,7 7 CRT CF 7ILl
757 hod 1
77'75: Mk 1 ho ,' a
- hod 2
Mk 1 hod
'
Yk '" hc" hk 162 hod 0
Mk 2 c-_, a 0

U. S. NA71"

II.75 n ROCKET
AIRCRAFT

'he Yk 1 hod 0 (a CI: or ,, a- 4,- on) conslsts of a standard
50 7 le. SA? A:C-ME6A1 tomb modified for this oartIcular
use. The changes Include the removal of the suspensdon
lums, Increase in number of threads securdng the base plate, use of a new base oclu7
to take the Mk 157 Mod 1 fuze, and the use of an adapter rIng welded around after
end as a means for at:achlnm the Socket hotor. The motor gases are sealed from the
hIgh explosive In the body by coating the threads of the base plate with. a lutlng comPound and a gasket under Oke fuze body flane.

ROCK7T 7.7AT

The Yk 1 hod 1 (a CIT nroductIon; Is similar to the hk 1
"Cd 0 xcept a mo ottlo tve 7S6 seal Is added around the head of the fuse whIch Is
The hk 2 hod 0 (a PuOrd productIon; was developed from
the 74k 1 hod 1. Thds head dI__ers In that dt has a solid nosed "Common' head snd a
haze plate oplIfied to take three Yk 1E7-2 base fumes. The Projectile type 7as seal is
used around all fuces and also between the base plate and the forced steel body. The
hk 157-2 fuze Is :iced with one hk 1-0 auxiliary booster or the MI: 163-0 with one Mk
19-0 a'.:xf'_ittny booster.
The hk 3 hod 1 head vas Issued for practice to s"' - 'c c e
the hk 2-0.
The bodies are shlnped loaded and Oozed. A cuff protects
the threads on toe la-ter r"ng and the fuze during shIpment.
RC17,(77 h1111:

The hk 1 Mod 0 (a CIT production) consists of a steel

tube, the after end of which is threaded to receive a
plate having twenty-five nozzles. The rotor tube contains four oronellant c-radns of solventless extruded ballletIte of cruciform crosssection, wed7h1ng 14 - Its. The mralns are shielded from each other by an "X"-shared
partition which extends lonodtddInally for almost the full len7th of the motor tu b e.
The orals and the partltion are supported by the grid and are - strapped together by
aluolnum bands.
In n:rmal cteration the gases from the burning nowder do
not nass throumh the central noc - le, whdch is closed by a cooper shear disc (b;owout
motor exceeds approximately 2250 lb./in.- is
CLEO). 0rtty then the --p s ,--,
this disc expelled, brInoino the central nocole into operation. The use sf a blo-out
-eo`or- satIsfactorily over a 7reater teoperature
disc
range. It has one fihadvantome. ho-ever, In that at motor teoperatures of about 100 0
F, where the normal operetino -ressure is ,ust enough to shear the disc, It is imposeIlls to oreddot whether ItItt. bio- out or not. If It does, the burning time Is
lengthened and the 7ravity dron Is Increased so that the rocket may miss the target.
Four black powder charges of about 0.5 lb. each, contain'---t ends of the g,reins, provide the izndtion for the troed In olastdo cases et
reliant. Ohs y are set off bv t. , :o small electric sculbe in each case which are connected to recertac'es In the -- -- le -late. The burnlng of the propellant is markedly
affected by dts oodsture :content. Concecuently, the motors are sealed at both ends.
Each of the 74 peripheral nozales Is sealed with a thin steel c,o. The front end Is
sealed wIth a thin steel disc havIa7 in its center a small "blow - oLlt window". This
window Sc •tlo , :n cut by :he motor pressure, thereby allo•Ing the propellant eases free
access to the lase fuze. These closures should not be removed.
The Igniter Yk 19 Mod 0 has recently been developed for
use In 11775 AR motors. Knor. as a tin-plate case igniter, it consists of a single
metal case 3.35" in ddameter and 1.2" deep, with a wall thickness of .01". Four
clips are soldered to the base of the case, for attachment to the motor charge support. The case con:ains 230 grams of FFFG black powder. Contained In the case are
two electric sc,its connected in parallel to the igniter lead wires.
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1175 Beal:7: (continued)
Motors must never be fired above the rated temperature
stencilled on the motor because they are likely to
burst. Below the lower rated te7.perature, occasional ignition failures and Inter—
:anted turnin^ 7ay be exneriences although none has been found In six rounds fired
at _300 F.
BCCF7, 7 M0702. — continued:

7he Mk 1 Mod 1 motor is the BuOrd production. This
rotor is identical to the Mk 1 tad 2 excett that the motor tube is of nic7her tensile
strength and tue p1.7etall connection has been replaced by two receptacles built In the
lase plate.
The Yk 1 Mod 2 motor le a 717 production in which the
dead sPace between The forward motor closure and the base of the rocket head has been
eliminated. Thole motor Is similar in other respects to the Mk 1 Mod C except that
the overall lenzth was reduced to 7:7.75 inches and the piFtall connection has been
replaced by two receptacles. built In the base Plate.

7

The Mk 1 Mod I

720 -..07

15 the BuOrd production of the

Mk : Mod 2.
(1) 0.1.T. refers to the California Institute of
Technolorry which develops the rockets for the Bureau
of Ordnance. As the rockets are adopted by BuOrd,
new Mark or Mod numbers are assic.ned.
R7vP.RKS:
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RESTRICT

r:

Z. :■AVY

ROCKET TARGETS
DRIFT SIGNAL
ROCKETS
T-.00KET TAF.3ET:

HT)

As a thrget for anti-sir.craft gz;.nners, the rooket target is projected into the
air with speeds and co ..Irses approximating thcae of an a}rcraft In fl!“-,ht and attack.
It consists essentially of a rocket propulsive unit to which are attached large
stabilizing fins, arranged for msximum visibility.

The rocket targets are referred to by their Mark number (old designation) or
by their assembly number (new designation) as indicated below. They all consist of
a simple rocket motor with three larze fins which consist of wooden frames and light
weight fibre board. The fins are 123 degrees apart, each attached by two lugs.
Yk

:esi.tnation::pprox. Approx.

Assez.Ly No. Initial Hange

,pprox.
Elevation

325 :!..otor
Markba.

Ft.
1
1
2
2
3

3:25 2031
3:26 :1..)32
3:25 K303
3:23 2.12<04
3:25 2T335

.:22

4503

1530

3
4

3:25 2000e
3125 9:307

425
300.

5000

3103

1750
950

4

3:25 97.008

300

3400

1030

225
333
3.00
425

Flare

F,n
Mark No.

!LK. No.

Flare
None
Flare
None
1 A.L.
Mods
Mk 10 Mod 0 Mk 2 Mod 0
None
Mk 11 ::c.d 0 Mk 2 Mod 0 Mk 1 All
Mods
Mk 11 .:od 0 Mk 2 Mod 0
None
::k 0:
Mk 1
"1<",3
,!k 1
::k 9
::k 1
Mk 9
!,:k 1
Mk 13 Mod 0 Mk 2 Mod 0 Mk

(a) Tne .;.k 1 and 2 consist of a Motor 35 inchez lon to which fInc 12 inches
by 34 inches are attached. An electrical connection is made by a standard 110 volt
plug. Mk 1 is standardized at 425 m.p.h. and the Mk 2 at 300 m.p.h. On some models
a screamer is out over the nose end.
(b) The Mks 3 and 4 differ from Mks 1 and 2 in construction details: the
motor is heavier and the fins are held on by threaded studs instead of lugs. The ballistics are similar, %,.k 3 Is like Mk 1, and Mk 4 is like Mk 2.
2FIFT

Four 30 drift Signal service rockets for retro- firin: have been '.eveloped.
All of these rockets use the 125 motor end have a total weight of 4.5 to 4.3 rounds.
The firing of the motor of the drift siznal rocket initiates a delay trnin in the
wnlch Initiates the flare some 10 to 20 secon ,Y later. The motor senara:es
from Ohe si7nal during the free fell and the signal floats In water, burnin:,: for
10 to 15 minutes. They are launched from the aircraft launcher Mit 2.

Rockets, Signal, Nignt, Drift — Complete Round. Assemblies

Fead

Complete rouacti
Amembly
Numb,:

N9. •

An- s .,

L50. Ft./See.,

PY001

e. S

300

5

PY002

4.6

200

5

1

1111s abbr , ',:on for If ou..e:,...2d

Moto:

Mk.

11147:4
8

Type of
Elect.
Plug

Grain
Loading
A-seembly
D
No. .„
Wt.

1.0,,',
A.500

N".

344551

1. 25

2

1111

375026

4

.2

RMA.B

344551

1.21

3

' 111-1

355532

0

.14

RMAC

Conoector.
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ROCKET FUZES

.

=.541dRINIIESM.4,141.

1!:TROD7C77.0"
The construction and operation of Rocket fuzes Is characterized by
the service In vhich they are used: Army or Navy; by the Lyme of rocket
in stabilized; And by the
in which they are used: fin stabilized or
pc=ition In b•hick they are used: nose or base.

NAVY
Navy Fin Stabilized =ocket Fuses:
The !:avy fuzes for use In the nose of fin stabilized rockets, other
than anti—submarine shipboard rockets (and projector chance ammunition),
are air arming and Impact (or immense, VT) firing. Anti—submarine shipbpara rocket fuzes are desic7ned Co arm because of hydrostatic pressure or
travel throut the water and t: fire on impact with the submerged target.
The base fuzes are armed by the pressure of gases from the burning
motor and fired by i7.7.a.C1; with the tarset.
Nam — FP'n Stabilized Focket Fusee:
fuzes for use in the or cc or base sf spin stabilized rockets
The
are ermed by centrifusal force and fire on loanct.
an interr ,crted
hava a oc=on safety factor;
The rco:ieO,
for rockets
flrinF train. The fuzes '(nose anl base) currently trrIced
flred from aircraft, utilize the acceleration of the rocket to obtain
erminz until the termination of the turninP of the
a positive dela= In
rocket motor.

In this section since the
Orav fr.ar Army fuzes are consideredwith
the motor.
'2:7Y'. rockets are integral

fuzes to.

L

ea."""1.2

vK

ROOK= FUDES

MF.7.00 DF
AR`'INO,

PORITIOr

R7OARES

F7:':-.77Dt.177_,

!:CGC

Dr , .ep %, t-ntrif'.., -- n1 fcrte

Instantaneous

'Jsed in 5? . t spin-stabilized
rsc-,tets. This fuze is the
Yk 7C-3 Point Detonating Projectle Fuze.

Rase

Oreen and csntrifdr- al force

Instantaneous

Used In 57D snin-stablized
rockets. This fuze is the
Yk 31 Rase Detonating Projectile Fuze.

Nose

Drter, and oentrifuTal fcroe

Instnntttssods
or .2.1 sec.
delay

Used in spin-stabtlized
rockets. 'his fuze Is the
Mk 29 Point Detonating Projectile Fuze, with the .r)5
sec. delay ,, ounzer assembly
from the Army projectile
fuze. M 42A2.

131 &
'ode

tnoe

Ystar

Instantaneous
Impact

Used In 7'22 Rocket Ammunition
Shipboard. Fuze being replaced by the Mk 156.

174

,ase

71

in

delay

Used in :5!5 Rocket Flare &
','Infc
Rocket. Puce consiste
of a .32 cal blank cartri:ge
and a len:th of safety fuse.

RydrostOtio
7resture

In,?tantanesus
:a-act

CbalatIste; used in 7 72 Rocket
Ammunition Shipboard.

'sater Travsl

Instnntanesus
Ioonct

31milar to Mk 131 with the
addition of a collar shear
wire. Used in eiD. Projector
''arze A.—ant - ion
Pute is
beir.;- replaced by the Mk l', S.

15

175

:of &
`'tda

trst:el

I
1

sec.

,
172
17 -7_1

Nose

Air

Instnn:nnecus
IoP.act

Used in 45 Farraze F.E.
Rocket, 45 2arrare . ...Pocket
.r.k 5 head:, and In 7!2
Deoclition Rocket (Mk 9 head).
The Yk 137-1 differs in that
it has ten armin,z vanes Instead of sight and also has a
splic spacer sleeve.
The
vk tn7...2 Is similar to the
Yk —t4-c.

17C

rose

Sprinz

Instantaneous
In-act

Obsolete;
both.

141

rose

?,.ydro st a: lc
7ressure

Instantaneous
7-ract

Orders issued that fuze not to
be used and It will be recalled. This fuze was isnued
to rep:ace the Yk 131 and Mk
17f in 7 72 Rocket Ammunition
Shtthcard and the 712 Projector Dharze Ammunition. Fuze
can
e used by blimps In 7 t2
heads wlthol:t the tttor and
drot7e ,1 as bombe.

, _

rose

Air

Instantaneous
intact. , !ater
dlocrinlr.atlog

7sed

rose

Air

.02

145-0
145-1

sec.

delay

used

in

71'2

Petro-

Sr. 7 57 Demolition RoovAt
(Mk 5 head) to replace Mk 152.
Two Y.k 1 auxiliary boosters
recY_red. Fuze is a modified
AN-' 112A1 bomb fuze.
Used In 455 Rarrage Rocket.
Fuse Is similar to Mk 177 with
a .22 sec. delay in detonator.

P0CKTT 7"ZES - continued.
YK

70,ITICN

METFOD OF
ARMING

FUNCTIONING

Used in 3!5 Mk 4 and 5."0 Mk 1
Rocket heads and the 7!2 Mk
10 Demolition Rocket head. The
uk 146-1 has a more sensitive
.1ring trait. Fuze renlaced in
5!0 Rocket by Mk 157-0.
Used Sr. 7!2 OCR; the fuze is
similar to the Mk 146 excemt
It does not have an arming
wire guide and instead of a
booster, It has an adatter to
receive a burster tube. The
Mk 147-1 is Identical to the
Mk 147 but has a nrotective
cap Instead of a vane zuard.

145-0
142-1

Base

Gas Pressure

Instantaneous
Impact

247-0
147-1

Nose

Air

Instantaneous
Imnact

REMARTS

.

Air

Instantaneous
:coact

Used in 3?5 Mks 3,5,6, & 9;
and also the 5!0 Yk 1, Mk 5
and Mk 6 Rocket Meads. Fuze
Is similar to Mk 177, but has
smaller vanes. The fuze has
no vane zuard, but is shipped
a nrotective c117 in
place. The fuze Is equipped
with arming wire brackets for
use with A.R. heads.

Instantaneous
Impact

Used in 7:5 v.ks 7,5,6, & 9;
and the 5!0 Yk 1, Yk 5 and
Mk 6 heads. The workinT parts
are similar to the Mk 149
which this fuze is replacinz.
Positive delay arming untll
deceleration begins is Incorporated by the use of the
shutter locking min. String
loaded weather cap remains in
place to protect vanes until
arming wire Is pulled.

148

Nose

149

Nose

Air

152

Nose

Air

Instantaneous
Impact

Used in 7!2 Demolition Rocket
(Mk 5 head). Fuze Is the Mk
219 both fuze whlch has been
pre-armed 50 turns, the vane
angle increased to 40 degrees,
and a safety cotter arming tin
added. The Mk 219 depth both
adanter ring Is used when :71:7,ing the rocket.

154-3

Nose

Air

Instantaneous
impact

Used in 4!5 Rocket (WP Smoke •
Rocket (Mk 5 and Mk 7 heads)
Yk 137 Mod 2 with a 14 Inch
burster tube.

155

Nose

Air

Instantaneous
Impact

Used In Mks 6 and 9, smoke
filled 35 Aircraft rocket
bodies. Fuze Is similar to the
Mk 149 with a burster tube Instead of a booster charge.

156

Nose

Air

Instantaneous
Impact

Used in 7!2 Rocket Ammunition
Shipboard to replace the Mk
131. Fuze differs from Mk 131
in that it has a longer firing pin sleeve, a radial shear
:lire on the vane hub instead
of a vertical shear wire, a
heavier metal is used in the
vanes, a locking detent on the
detonator shutter and the fuze
body above the gasket has been
strengthened.
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TTTPT = - 7E7 - contInue

r-

i.UC

POSTTOOU

METFOD OF
AR"TNG

F77:7,71-TING

157-0
157-1
157-2

Pace

Gas Pressure

.,, 5ec. delay

The Yk 15•-0 Is used In 520
Mk f-F-e751.77-fhe fuze Is being
replaced In the 520 Yk 5 and
Mk 6 heads by the Mk 159-0 and
Mk 159-1. Fuze is similar to
Mk 146 with a .02 sec. delay
detonator and a thin lock wire
between the firing pin and
fIring nIn body. The Mk 157-1
used In the 11'275 Mk - head,
dlffers In that the body is of
stronger materlal and the number of external threads has
been doubled. The Mk 157-2
ueed Ls:11275Hk 1-1 and Mk 2
heads, consIsts of the Mk 157wlth a proectlle type gas
seal. All fuzes are stlpned
assembled In the rocket head.

056

Noes

Water

Instantaneous
Impact

Used in 722 Projector Charge
Ammo. to renlace the Mk 136.
F.:ne Is elmllar to Mk 156 with
the addltlon of a shear wire
In the set-tack collar.

1E9-0
1C9-1

Fare

Gas Pressure

.015 sec. delay

The vk '59-0 is used In the
and Yk 6 heads).
520 Z=7" -,!
The fuze differs from the MR
157-0 in that the delay is
changed to .015 seconds, the
shear wire Is stronger, the
Inlet screen and washer are
replaced by a brass washer,
and the number of external
threads is increased. The Mk
159-1, used In the 50 AR -(Uk 6-1 head), be the Mk 159-0
with a nrojectlle type gas
seal. Fuzes are shipped assembled In the rocket heads.

157-0

Pass

_,:,,s Pressure

.02 sec. delay

Designed for use In 520 AR
(Mk. 1 head). Never Issued. Fuze
consisted of Mk 157-0 with a
motor adapter. Fuze replaced
by Mk. 165-0.

7as 7r-ssre

Instantaneous
Imnact

Used in 722 Demolition Rocket
Mk 10-1 head to replace the
Mk 146-1. Fuze Is the Mk 146-1
Incorporated wlth a motor
adapter.

REMARKS

17, T-T

Rase

Gas Pressure

.02 sec. delay

Used ln 11275 AR (Mk 2 head) t
replace the Mk 157-2. Fuze is
the Mk 157-2 with a booster
approximately .3 inches longer
and an Improved detonator
shutter locking arrangement.

164-0

Pose

;as Pressure

.015 sec. delay

Used In 570 AR (Mk 6-1 head) to
replace the Mk 159-1. Fuze is
the Mk 159-1 with a booster
apnroxlmately .3 Inches longer
and an Imp:roved detonator
shutter locklng arrangement.

les-o

Base

Gas Pressure

.02 sec. delay

Used In 570 ARM 1 head ) to
replace the Mk 157-0. Fuze is
the Mk 157-0 with a booster
approxlmately .3 Inches longer ,
a motor adapter incorporated In
the fuze, and an improved detonator shutter locking arrange
rent.
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=7.7 7=5 - continued.
MK

PD570N

M7.77c7, 0 (77
ARNIN

172-C

Nose

Air

_Impulse,
instantaneous

7hIs Is a 77 fuze. 7sed In
5V7) '-'.k 1 Msd 1 hezds for air
and round

44-1

Nose

Ceztrlfu-al
,'srce

Sy ;-"Rs pressure
from nose fuze,
instantaneous

7:-.1.s Is an a - :xilIary deton_atIzr
fuze used in 1" "'-. 1 ,7 .r. , pd.
,ith nose fuse mk 7, —,7, . Fuze
Is similar to Mk 4 ,Navy Auxiliary tetozatinr prz2ecti1e
fuze.

t4-2

Nose

Centrifu,'7z1

Fy gas prPssure
from nese fuze,
inantaneous

7N-.Is Is an auxIlizry Net-za:Ino
fuze used In .'). "- , head
,ith nose fu-e Mk 1 --7..
the
Mk 4-',-2 differs from the "k
44-1 In that the holP Is drilled throu,, h the lo Ito. disc
and a t .:In corser disc is used
fsr s ,-nlin7.

- orc
7

,

r,,,Tc777r:G

FT"AFF.5

'

ARMY
M

7277I^N

M77,70 '''_, F
AF''IN5

7777271^NING

M4A2

Nose

Arm,d by setback and creeT,

Aircraft: Instantaneous or
.215 sec. delay.
Grour.::: :nstantaneove or
.1 sec. delay.

7sed In 45 7,ocket heads, MC,
nnd Mods

u=a

Nose

Fuze arms by
setbzck and
creep: the
booster by centrlf ,.“7a1 force

Instantancus or
.15 sec. delay

':sed to 425 (1,-• head) snin
stat)lized rockets. Fuze csnsists of M4A2 with M21A1
booster staked In rlace: the
M24 booster may be used as
en alternate.

75

Nose

Air

Impulse,
instantaneous

This is a 77 fuze used in 4':5
(MF) and Mods heads) fin
stabilized rockets for 'clone
to plane. rlane to
rsand, and
zlane to water firinz'.
Fuze
has self destruction unit to
o - erate in I to 6 seconds.

76

Nose

Air

Impulse,
instantaneous

This is n 77 fuze used In 45
'MS and "ode heads) fin 'lablitzed rockets for around to
7round firin,7. Fuze differs
from Ti in use, arm- tar- delay,
fl has rim self des -,ructisn unit.

M21A1
(booster)

Nose

Centrifugal
Force

Initiated by
action of fuze,
Iritantanoue

M24
(boostem)

Nose

Centrifugal
Force

Initiated by
action of fuze,
Instantaneous
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R7NA?Kg

7ermed a booster iv the Army

but action is similar to a

Navy Auxiliary petonatinz Fuze.
7,000er Is staked in the
M4A2 fuze to form the P.:. ME1
fuse.
:esirrned to be used as an alternate for the M21A1
See above.

L

ARMY ROCKET NOSE FUZE
M4- A2
SI.E.A.R WIRE
STRIEn ELCCI
STRIXERS
SZMUICK r

'.\--

LCCEMG BALL
:MAT ICLMENT
YLA.SF.

rzcT.IcNISO 113(.33
DMZ r--nCET
nr= a..AD
BAIL.
PETAM
DELAT .0.EWMG P
SET- BA= P
SAFETY P

BALL F. CA?:
CHANNEL
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'
.1.Army i::5 h.E.
M S.
Fn:11NIN . :

.

.

.

Eccket,

2. S. en:ili NO= FJeE

. Air, .015 sez. eels/ or
instant.
:Ireund, .1 sec. delay or
instant.

M4A2

No external indication,
as it is ended by setback
action on an internal part.
F -.•m1O .2.S1D 'elTE
11141

VkX.

.

.

.

. Armed wnen forward accelere—lon
ceases, and deceleration permits
delay arming pin to free eider.

511•::

C1T.3AL1 11131M

.

2.51"

(without booster)

The M 43.2 fuze has been designed to es tore safe for firing
Thor°
fro= launcner tubes on aircraft or from tne ground.
are two different issues of the fuze, identical except for
fired
from
aircraft
becaueo
In
tne
rockets
tne delay time, wet::: is sliEntly less
of the Increased velocity of loose reekets as compered to rockets fired fro= ground
launchers.

'1EN1F.AL:

Sefore the rocket is loaded on the launoner, the fuze la
set for either instantaneous (super-quicIt) action or delay
This is accomplished by rotating the
action as desired.
For Instantaneous action the pin is rotated so that the functioning
setting pin.
in the setting pin mates with the flesh hole from the superhole ;flesh charnel
qeick element.
For delay action the setting pin 13 rotated 180 degrees so that tie,
flash tole from the seperquick eIement is obstructed and the delay firing cnannel
In either position the setting pin is secured ty taco springIs tee only one open.
The
loaded locking pall fitting into titter of two recesses in the setting pin.
cctter pin is then removed so tnat tree setback pin will be free to move back on
seteacic.
OFEF,ATION:

Then tree rocket is fired, acceleration causes tne setback
pin to move rearward, the spring offering sufficient resistance so that tne pin
reactes it2 most rearward poslteon only after tne rocket has cleared the la uncher,
';:his frees tree retaining eall to be forced into an escape hole by the aprinc-loaded
As tree lower end of tne delay arming pin
delay arming- pin as deceeeratton sets in.
clears tne inner end of tree detonator slider, tne slider is moved over to the armed
The soring-loaded lock pin rides in a keyway on the
position by the slider spring.
underside of tee slider and snaps into a recess when one slider reacaes the armed
On impact, tne head of tree fuze is
Inc firind train 12 now lined up.
posit:en.
crusted, tree shear wire is sheared, and notn strikers are driven inward, initiating
Thus, bete: the seperquick and daisy elements are Ignited irrespective
both primers.
:r set for instantaneous action, the flash from the
of tne setting of tee fuze.
If
sueerceick element ignites the detonator before the delay element functicns.
set for delay, the fln,h fl.tr. t,., seperquick element will be obstructed by the
setting en ant the flnsh fro:: the delay element will ignite the detonator .015
sec. later if used In an aircraft launched rocket, .1 sec. later if used in a
around launched rocket.
The M 4A1 has a longer setting pin, with double flash holes,
so that the flash from either the superouick or delay elehence, if the
ments had to pass through the setting pin,
setting pin was not rotated to exactly the proper point where the setting pin flesh
boles matched with those fro, the initiating elements, the fuze would not function.
In the M 4A2, tots condltich was remedied by the shorter setting pin, so that even
If the pin is not rctated to match with the flash hole from the-superqeick element,
Thc
the delay flash hole will permit firing of the fuze after the slight delay.
Y 4-el also had a neater detonator slider, which occasionally sheered the lock pin
The
Li
4A2
has
a
lighter,
and tit hot stay properly lined up in the armed condition.
aluminum slider detonate:.
IAFLY iESI1Nd:

The oriJinal M 4 had only one issue for teeth ground and
aircraft launched rackets with either instentonectts or .1 sec delay settings. The
M 4A1 hat two issues, with either .011 sec or .1 sec delays and instantaneous setThe oriwinal M 4 also had thicker walls end was consoocently heavier, and
tings.
in and delay arming pin, requiring greeter
had stronger springs under the setback
aeceleraeton to arc.
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REs7F. ICTM

RP.FTRICP7ED

7".

7qED

T',7''''

7y755
',12..:.

.

7'

.

-o

"

7 .

AF!7!"

16 heed.

Tre'-mt-sso-s
delay.

7 77 7 7.77 - =G

krzt"," D

-

en7ernol

or

.7.,"., sec.

M 81

IndlcdtIon

rs:D

7-C -," 7727. - 77.

C,- 7,ALL 7 ,,:'7.7,-:

.

7.21

In.

.....

.

.

-'. Fl

In.

( - Ithout

btro"er

I
,
I

" el conslo ..s of te !j4A: 77. . : .- e .lescrIl . ed on 7ame_63
aoz, ,, 0 ,, ,,,,,:.,- -o - ,' . - -, e - e- ,- oksd ln r.,ace.
The !!:.=.74 bocst - e - ' - e 'se - --- ' -- '' - e -' -- sm alternate for
of ths ""21 boosters and may be ..:s.o.. In . ::cs :f the 721A1 t.Ith the
The

t: - ".77AL:
all mo:.iflo,tisns
`'4.,.2 fuze.

,

The ::!7.1A1 conolsts 7f o 'mots"er cum••....ch contains a tetryl
chore and threads Into the base :::he 'cody cootalnInst a
The rotor ,stetryl booster lead and 1-,:oe rotor assembly.
o , oti -con , le - e e.' , •met:em comtaln'-c. -the lea.' az , de a ,>:.--1:0-, ; sn- - y lock 71n,
he
rotor
Im se . ted
m
rotor
look
mln
ls:'s.
a rotor stom nln, a rotor lso' - min, ,--'
m.ecknnIsm Is co=ed by
-.Ths
centrifueeal force.
. er
on the mlyst -.In ', cd.. rototesnr.
a ti - In brass dlso w'mLoh. las a flash hole 1/4 inch In dl:memer to 7ermit the trnntmisThe fl=,1 -. 1 -.ole LF 27.7. by s ::In '.inc of
sInn of the fo . ze actIon to the detsrotor.

F".."dar:Ft lv.21A1:

onlon skin Tamer.
'Io.c.n rocket ls launched and reaoss reesolrea rotational
velocity, the stfsty lock - Sr. mores out- - orb a7ainst its smrinm under centrtfuj7a1
releases
the
rotor
which rotates on :he '-lost '-Sr to the alicned or
Teis
force.
The rotor Is looked in ths armed roslt1.-.:n by the rotor lock pin
armed m.osltion.
,nIch 7070.9 out , rd into - colt' of ,-- e. '-o , y . , - d , - ce -- - ---- e ,.'., rce =,. 7.... -, tha rotor
for- - orb br crest to 7revent the :ctor Ic..ok -In fror r-, ,- .:rnIn -1c
777
lock - In lock -ores
The bomster is armed In flImt an .d the detcnotor Is Ir.:Y. - .'- e ,a
its trimlnol mosItlon.
by action of the
7

fume.

.5777 M24:

clots -; 7hIch closes

tor

Ft0^.

tC ': -=':
Cr

ths

The. rotor ,.ssembly of the l'.04 conelsts of a rotor . - Ich
contains the detonator, a centrlfuool rotor stop ,''.1oh
holds the rotor Sr th , unarmed - - ,—, on, m m -, es - Sr --:
,
rotor o',.omber.

'then rsokot le lounched, cent:I -duet,: force causes
ra RmaInst the smrInm -.:1'7. r7ase m.....e no.tor, "::hIch turns 7C
- hs
--, :or
Is all - ned ,- Ith the fissn sole ,.n.,1 tne no - eter lead.

7 .,-.e boo,mer c'narre
as for as the closinm mlu.
booster Is armed in f'..mht and ths detonator is
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The
consIsts of a tetrsi -.ellet.
inl —_,Med by the notion cf ,:h ,.. f-,ze.

T5 -T6
ROCKET NOSE. PUZE

;1RING
CONDENSOR

NOSE

BAT TE

AS5EMBLED
FUZE

SWITCH

ESCAPEMENT
ROCKER WEIGHT
ELECTRIC
DETONATOR

ESCAPEMENT
GEAR
SET BACK
WEIGHT

FIRING
CIRCUIT
SWITCH

DRIVE
SPRING

SPRING

CONTACTS
NOSE CIRCUIT
SWITCH
CONDENSOR
CHAP,GINa SWITCH
SWITCH ROTOR
BOOSTER
HOUSING

TETRYL
PELLET

RELEASE PI

RELEASE
_ GEAR

SPRING!

Z

I
Z;0
u.

0

CONTACT
PLATE

,
o
vorot

LEAD-IN SLIDER
(ARMED, BUT EXTENDED)

66

0131

BDOSTE R
LEAD- IN
LEAD-IN SLIDER
(UNARMED)

-4

T?2, 774,

415"I,

ROCK776 "57ED I ,

V7A1=1,
heads)
'=urcIlons t7 impulse on
ennrosch to tarret
More

DELAY

-

2 A=m

7

T5
T6

5' 1 sec.

76:

3-6 sec.

YAX. =777 27AM77.77( . • • z.ls
77, =ALL 7_=,7TF

.....

7 .5 in.

The T5 and 76 are of the clectro-ma. - netic toe anl are similar In outward 7. - : arance; 'they differ in their application,
rp. and self lestrudtive notion. The 75 is
tips t Installed in aircraft rockets for rlane to rlane, rlane to .:- roun7, e•nd plane to water
Is
installed
for
rround
to
l'ound
use. The 75 hoe n l-second dela:: in
use; the 7E,
sr7in7 ,nd hoe a self destruction fea 7 ure ,, hicb acts 6 - 1? seconds after isunchin.7.
The 76 has s 3-second delay in armin and does no: have s self destruction feature.
-7NET,AL:

-

The 75 and 72,7 screw directly Into all standard icsded 415
t , v aeries rocet f7ces both
Ar - 7 rsc ,- ete or' a:re ' ,- e -- ly '-cerea'le w ,
rhyrIcrlly and tallatically.
A ta.ttery must be
- es as I - 7ued are not co-tclete.
nnf ocmronents ro-lor to oe. 'he
four mscr components are the no,e, battry, switch, and
rooster housin,- •

275,7=E,77C!::Th "7

The 710.9c mo'e 7 number may be fol , o,.ed by the msnufaoturer t s
with the
code letter It - event'ee , a70006 11:7 -3 =7 (
letters A, =, 2, 2, and = are Interchanventle. The nose
unit contains thr basic clectric eauirment which Initiates the alr burst by influence
:t Is cc-pt- - el" sealed :nd re-tires no Ad:ust7ent.
of the tarr-, t.
707. !IC-72 7 (

ls=“ed for t he - 5 lute, the nose ccntains e7uinment for
:relf destructive action 6 - 1 7 seconds after launchinr. To this instance the electrical element Is short circuited by a clip across di and ,4 75 contact nlns which rrotrude
frsm the base of the nose.
Externally the nose has a plastic oElve with a metsilic
car. The
Is provided with four slots for the fore wretch. The base of the
nose h2s two sets of threads, the smaller diameter threads teinv for assembly to the
booster houcln7, and the larrer diameter threads for essemtly to the roc::et. Seven
electrical contact rins nroject from the base for connection to the battery. A red
vulde mark And ,-- rocve rrovIde a means for proper alictnment and assembly In dylirht
and also at ni,,Tht.

The battery unit mrovides the rower surnly for oreratlon of
the fuze. :: is encased In a block tokellte cylinder. Fxternally the :or olo':,2 le marked "AMP' snd -rovides a 7-pin
soc'fet to receive :he nose pins. The bottom plate of tan fiber contains a 5-pin rocket to receive the switch - Its. This -late has a notch for prover Assembly to the
switch In the dark. 7ecalomania is fixed to the side of the unit rivinr battery
Identlfication, a red tulle strin for ali,nment with the nose and a ;Teen ,ruide strip

=ATTE:4.Y FA-75:

for ali7nment with the switch.

F.I.7 7 77F SI,7232A or =IC2720:

(note: = 4 t . .^ of these switches may hove a 1 sec. Or P 5 sec.
delay. The 1 sec. delay switch Is shipped with the 75. while .
the 5 sec. delay switch Is shipmed with the 76.)

The switch unit contains mechanical and electrical devices
necessary to Orr the fuze, an electric detonator and a firin: train interrunter for

na launchlnE:. 72xternally the ',nit has contact 0105 on 105 for
safety durinz hooItlr0
esSeobly to the battery. A fiber terminal disc supports the Contaet -Ans. A top
7late and safety key must be removed before assembly in accordance with instructions
on the nlpte or attached to the key. A ba .:elite plot at the center of the flter disc
holds the electric detonator In niece. The metallic case forms a sturdy protector
for the enclosed mechanism and explosive. A crest tulle mark and croons are located
on the side of the switch to assist In allrninr switch pins and battery. The bottom
plate contains a small tetryl pellet for detonat1n7 the booster charge.

6205771 T4:2 7 5.7NC, M-321:

The booster housinr forme a case for the battery and switch.
This unit screws onto the lower threads of nose MC-322 ( ).
In the bottom of this hsuelnE Is n chamber containin a

tetryl booster charge.
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•‘.

cE

FIRING PIN

,

CRUSH CUP

•

FLASH TUBE

INTERRUPTER
INTERRUPTER
SPRING
SETTING SCREW

DETONATOR HOLDER

;

-----

7

RELAY DETONATOR
\
f

MK.30 M00.3 POINT DETONATING FUZE

=7.7P1627.S...'

5!O Mk 10 and Mods
c000T9 rSED m ,
Instantaneous
Ff.:NCI -ZONING
7.o exterma' im.-11.-..
AP= = 7 T:or
FrEES "STD , TTI,',Tone
1500-2000 r.p.m.
AP7ING SPEED
7AX. Ff.Y DIAMETER
2.4 In.
4.55 In.
TVEPALL L7rGTH
1.51 lbs.
vEIC-F7

':. S. NA77 =SE 7,17E
--

MK. 30 MOD. 3
Alr Armir47, Imract Firing
Pooket Prorelled

The Mk 30-3 Pocket fuze is similar to the 7avy ?oint Delonatin0 pro.;ectile fuze. Mk 30-3. This fore is armed by
creep and centrifu,mal force and thus can only be used 1 -r.
a-stabilized rockets.
he fore is des17ned to function on impact with supercuick ;Instantaneous action.

q77E=AL:

The fuze consists of four principal parts:
the base which
contains the relay detonntor, holder and setting device;
the nose or detonator assembly which eontains the striker
and detonator; the rlastic c7Ive; and the flash tube which. 17 fitted in the center
of the once ond holds the nose and the base to:me:her.
7ho striker is held Sr.
by a r:Ildinm metal can which col:apses on immact. The settinm device consists
of an interru - tor plunmer, a sprinm. and a setting el=ev , . The hole In the setting
sleeve Is off center and the position of thesleeve determines whether the 17cae Is
aliened with the Interrurtor ("5;" or "In" =0 --, mm) or whethor the wide shoulder of
If the sleeve Is set for "SZ"
the eleeve em:omes the ,- fe- ---- fm ("OF s' --- E;.
or "ON", the interruptor is free to core o'.:7,ara by c^eep .-'cem - m , fu,mal force to
If t'he sleeve Is ee',- cn 'OFF", th..i=
.
wide shoulder en7az.es the
comrress the action.
Interruptor to rrevent it ' ,- 7 -- v , rm outwam' omd the 4- temrurtor blocks the flash
tube.
DE5CRIFTI07:

The fuze is desi.oned for super-7uick action on Impact.
The
"OFF" set:1=7 le a safety feature to prevent premature detonation and these - t , mm sleeve m..., t be tu-ned to "S'.:. or
before rocket Is ',aunchel. ','hen rocket is launched the interrurtor moves outward by creep and centrifumal force to commr.ss the srriro and 7ren the flash tube.
tho milded metal cap oo , 'epses e - ' the st -4 '-- em Is ,'-'vem Into the detonator,
Impact,
On
the flash of which Initiates the relay , etoetom and - 'r - el --large.
C'E=ATICY:
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Firing Pin relent
Sensitive Primer
Inner Cup
Anti—C:.'eep Spring
Plunger Firing Pln
Secondary Primer
Outer Cup

Lead In

Booster
Lead Out

7

SenSitive

74

r A ng p i ,

Firing Pin Deten Outer Cup
Plunger Firing Pir
Secondary Pr--e.
Anti-Creep Sprin
Flash Channel

MK.3I

BASE DETONATING FUZE
70

Sensitive ?rimer

7.

REST=ICTED

0 .P' p and Mods
7'i
..... Instantaneous
FUNCTIONTN;
APY ,'D COmn'TION
FUZES USED , ITN'done

S.

7•

FAST PVIE

ROCKETS USED

SPEED
ARMIN
MAX. 8 0DE DIAMETER

OVERALL LENGTE

MK. 31

. 1.8 in.

..... 4.66 in.

Air Arming, Impact Firing,
Rocket Propelled

The Mk 31 Rocket base fuze ls Identical to the Navy Base
This fuze is armed by
Detonating Projectile fuze, Mk 31.
centrifugal force and thus can only be used in sminInstantaneeus
action
on Impact. The
The
fuze
is
desizned
for
stabilized rockets.
fdze is shipped installed in the base of the rocket body.

r,ENTRAL:

The fuze Is composed of two major parts: the fuze body and
the nose cap. The, body contains the auxiliary detonator
plunter the detonator plunter, the detonator plunger deThe auxiliary detonator
tente, the anti-creep smring assembly and the firing train.
plunger Is surrounded by twenty ball bearinze end tears stains: the bottom of the
Fitted
over
the
top
of
the
detonator
plunzer
Is the anti-creep
detonator rlunzer.
.e.parated by an anti-creep
smring assembly consisting of an inner and cuter cum
crimped
over the top of
is
spring. The outer cur will not move and the Inner cup
The firing
the detonator plunger and held in position 55 the sensitive primer totter.
train consist: of the sensitive mrimor, plunter firing min, secondary primer, detonator, and booster lead-ins and lead-outs vhlch are out of line In the unarmed position.
DESCRIPTION:

The nose cap, which is secured to the end of the body by a
threaded joint houses the sensitive firinz rin and firing pin detente. The sensitive
firinr pin is held In place 57 two stakes -, but Is referred to as a "floatinr" flrinz
Ninety degrees removed from the two detes t s
pin since it can move downwar'd slightly.
are two hole: in the nose caT , . A lozkinr pin is provided to lock the nose cap In
mocition.
The force of setback causes the sensitive firing oin to
move back on the firing pin detests and hold them in by
creep causes the
'-'-z-, hen the motor burns opt,
Centrifugal force will move both
firing mdn to move forward and release the detests.
sets of detente outward azainst their springs and the fuze Is then completely armed.
The detonator plunger is prevented from moving forward on creep beoauee of the anticreep smring, but on impact the auxiliary plumzer actinr as an Inertia weight pushes
the detonator plunrer forward. This action moves the inner cup forward thus compressing the anti-treatzetring and brinze the bzoster lead-ins and lead-cuts is line.
The sensitive primer in the top of the detonator plunger is carried on to the eeneltive firing pin and the explosion zf the sensitive primer accomplishes two things;
OP.77.A7IT:

1. The rases resultin.z from the explosion rase through
the port holes on the side of the primer container and build up a high pressure exThis
panding that part of the cup which is adjacent to the holes In the nose cap.
motion - locks the detonator plunger In the fired position and keeps the firing train
lined up.
2. The shear wire that has been holding up the secondary
firing pin le broken and the seoondary firing pin is driven down into the secondary
stunner and the flash sets off the detonator and booster elements.

_- CLOSING DISC

RESTRICTED

SECTION B- B

( AR MED )

ROTOR DETE NT
ROTOR

LEAD IN
DETONATOR
/
ROTOR

( UNAR MED )

( ARMED )

MK. 44 MOD. I
AUXILIARY DETONATING FUZE
72

:44

Rotor

R7STRICTED
.0CKET5 757.7 IX'
F77 ,'S F:77:.7 =F.
0777ALL 1, --- NGTF

n.,,..„..„

.

.

.

. Yk 44-1: Mk 30-?
Mk 44-2: '`k 100

..... 1.6 In.

7. S. '7.:, , . ,v

MK. 44-I
MK. 44-2

:

Housin7 .
Booster Cup . .

77s7:

Mk 44-1: 57C. Mk 17) hend
Mk 4d-2.: 570 Mk 7 head

.
.

. 1.5 in.
. 1.'75 In.

Auxiliary Detcr. - ^ 4 -

7uce

Tor

Fuae Is constructed in t.,o rpzts, 7 rotor housln,7
Into the
'cotton'. of whlch Is screed a bs-st,r cur.
Rotor housin, contains n double rotc:', one rotor ntc-:e the othr. The'ut-er
rotor contains a srlmer detonator incor - sratin7 Lead aaIde.
The la - pr rotor contnins
a tcoster Issd-in cf 7etryl.
:n the nsse7tled conditl=. each rotor is locked 1:.y t-o
centrifus- al detente so tlIst the flrins7 train Is out
of line.
,-

This fuce 15 ar,sod by centrifual force. 7'nsa th , rocket
15
launched, centrifu7ai force 7=6 th- to detonts or
each
rotor out asinst their .srin75.
The
r
a
ters
,- e
then
revol-..ed
ty centrifursal force all their rn 15 arrestsd by 77,nt , ct
, lth the
sto,- 71n. At
that ti=e the 1lr1r.:7 train is In LIne, with the deter-tea
t , 1n;-1 -.Tedln - ely ,S;'.er ,the
toosts.r lead-in; th. ,. fure Is n.0 srTod. Then oh- nose
fuce fun - f - ns, the , ss -- ee-.re
:-aerated forest-a-- the weakened r ,art of the closin:
.'..15c to = , -e the d - --- - -: - he firns7. troin is then booster lend-ln, bocs ,7.er,
maln ch::-!7e.
Mk 44 vod.2:

The Mk 44 Mod 2 is The sa-e as the Mk 44 Mod 1 ecert that
the hole In the closin7 disc o',er
detonator 1s drIlled
corn , letely - hrous7h ,7-. d a cos-Ter sonthp
11: -.7 disc, 0.02 inohes
thick, is placed over the closin disc.

7eszszEtt

DELAY PLUNGER

-

NOSE FUZE MK. 100
74

5!D Yk 7 and Mods
(s-'r stab"'"-d)
77N7TIONING
thst=ntaneous or .05 sec
delay.
No external in - A.oation
.4.F.2 1.7D 7.7UDTTION
ome
FUZES USED , T -,-,,
1500-2000 r.r.m.
AP.Y.IN'; '-'F.ED
3.0
in.
'"AX. PCDY DIAMETER
CUERALL LENGTH 4.15 in.

FC^,KETS '!SED :v

,

F,

MICIO0
Impact Flring
^,=,nrifu=:,.1,
Rocket Propelled

The WI 1,',7' Is slmllar to the Navy ?otht Detonatihz Pro:ectile
Fuse, n ::-'U', with the addition 7f the delay olurs7er asserthe fuze can
blv trot the Arty rrojectile fuze, Y 45A2.
function either s:ro, r-oulok '(instontanecus aotion) or -ith a .05 second delay accordThis f'..:se can only be used in spinion to the settino of the key on :he o7ive.
ste,,,,- ed rock ,:i as -'".. 'use 4 = armed by -000t 4 00 or centr , ''.::= ,force.

GTUERAII

the base which
The fuze consists of four rrIncire.1 rarts:
nooses the Army delay rlun:er =s=embly, the nose or detonator assembly which contains the Etri:,:er and detonator Mk '5
Yod C for s ..:77er-oick :lotion. t'ne :1,otic o:Ive, and the']....sh tube whic' Is ' ,-- ed
in the center of tMe o. - I -.- e anf n2Ifs the ncse and base tcmether.
DESOF=TICU:

:n the 7:75.', the sorlker is held !..n colt ton by a .t- ildin
,etal oa,:, ..- .7-,ich otllorres on im -- ct cod -errits the str ....=.er to fire the detonator.
and a selector
The settino device consists of a rlun:er cr interr%rtor. a s - rin:
h
settir.5c of this
The ' - '. 4-the sele- ---= , e'eve is off c-mter.
sleeve.
sleeve deter:ines . hether the Int ,==u-tor Is ali,:ned o:lth tb. bole or whether the
wide oh - "' "r- ' ". sl n. . - 7.--= ". pli, -. n. --- the ..'ecton sleeve le ...t on
the Inrerrur:or Is free to tore outward under centrlf . .:nal force to cc — ress the
If
snorinz and t.erety °nen :h= flash tube for su-e--cuich or instantaneous ao:lon.
the sleeve 4 = = e: for '.'e7, -'- e'aa e' -... 1dem P - 7ames t' ,' -- e-- - - - om to mre ,:ent it
4--,--,
mo,
,L11
7
--,.
,m-.
Ins
centrlfumal
force.
In
-',.
oe.:t.,:ard
ty
:in,7
from mo
block -..h.:' fl.F.sh : -..b'.e 7nd the delay .m1'..:n.mer assembly ocera:es to detonate the rocket
he delay mlunTer assembly Includes a firlr.o mln, mr17.er, black no -.der delay
heaf.
nel'.et. and a relay pellet.
, Then
The fuze Is desiTned to art at 17: -to 2C7..0. r.c.m.
set for s',:teroulck action (St,: . centrifu7al force causes
and
t ,, , .--=-- --- -- ---,', eut ,..:ard amainet :he =Inc
At the e ,..me tdme the two 71unm.r mins lockln7 the delay
thereby omen t1-.e flash tube.
Theee
assembly In the ..znarm.ed noPition also moms :u:':!ard under cen -,rifu:al force.
.Ins
are
rrevented
from
returnin: to the unarmed rosition by the rlunc7er-rin
riunFer Urcn
lock which syln7s on Its r'v- -to -- =ce an a^ - a7ain5t ti = Inn=r end of each.
Itraot, the firin: rin couches the ml:dinm metal can and is drI -., en a7aInst the detonaInertia causes the deny 7=lun7e- to move
tor to ini:iate the surer-oul=:: action.
for - cod, drfc.-loz the 7rimer a:aOnst the delay action firin.: tin and initiating the
the delay action 1 , 11 -have no effect as the
In norral functl7n1no
delay action.
s , ,;rer-o',:ick train -ill have caused the shell to exrlode; 1..,-:-,r, if the sacer - c ,.:lck
actloo cho',:ld fall. the delay action would function to rr=vent the rocket from helh;t
a dud.
-

When fuse set for delay action •_",;, the interr,:otor would
The delay
block the flash tube and nul -A.fy the etfect of the sumr-cr ...: Ick train.
pluno.er asserbly would orerate to detonate the rocket.

SHEAR WIPE
LOCKING PINS
SAFETY PIN

STOP PIN

RETAINING
RING

A-A
AR MED
LOCKING BALLS
FIRING SLEEVE
E NT
FIRING PIN
DETONATOR st-luiTER
DETONATOR
LEAD IN
BOOSTER

- 76 -

77STPTIT7D

.

RC7Y7TS "S7D IN .....

FUNCT7 -,NINC.,

.o..,1rJ
Marva A77e.

v

..,c

-

instzntaneo,:o fIrInz on
L7. - s.Ci.

I2EN - 1 7 II.A7 -- N

..... 7he `',,: '' .r.e re.a on ris5 ,S of vane hub.

r-

S

.

f

7

CS.E

7

77.7S

MK. 131
MK. 156
'.,'.. 171 used in 7':2 Rocket Amvo

(Shipboard)
"k 1 7 .7. used In 72 7 rojector
:ha:7e A7MC

A7' 7 D IC"TITICN ..... "hen vanes ave risen
• neck of fu*..e.
F7Z 7 S 75,7 7 w: - .vo,e
AFYI 0 7 77ME

•L

MAX. 7.C'Y DIA!...777,R
=FALL L 7 NGTH

e-

5 0,ne re.volutions, or & to l5 fee: water travel.

a 1.75 ,,

S7AN

4

. . . 2.25"

..... 7.2'

(

ath:-booster.

S 7 Y7RAL:

to
-,..
- S?:s
are identicsl, ecept, 1..at :he Mk 17I hae a
zhesr wire t. -.rouzh the settac::: col - r.
re to
be rculaccd by :he -!•k 1 4-vo e
7e lo beinv recniled from t. '
The Yk - 77ls beinr real aced
:is teinz repls.oed by - he !fk le ^
CF77 ATICN:

The safety pin is removed a+ea --- roc'ee ,'e loo=e' an - he
launsher, leavinz the vanes secured ty the settac -oollar,
which has a leaf sprinc hnldln7 it no by pressure ag - alnst
the lockinz :ins.
On firing, the setback collnr 77, 00.sS back ftreakinz the shear , Ire
in the Mk 13e) .freeinz the loo:71nr pins from *-- e zroove 1n the collar. On I7 - act
with , ster, the force on the vanes causes a torque - sufficient to shear --e vertical
shear wire holdinz the one cup to '::le7.e,2 of the fuze. The vanes are free to rotate,
unthreading the spindle throur's. the neck of the fuhe biy. As the s:indle fraa:s tack
from :he inertia weight, the sprinv under the firinz sleeve forces the sleeve and
Inertia weight us.
Since the firinZ 7in is locked to the firinv slaeve by three looking balls, the firinr pin and its spring (cocked arainst F collar on the firing pin)
rise with the sleeve and inertia ' , eight. As the sleeve clears the fovr spring-lozded
detents In the fuve tc'v ,!ust above --e '" , -^ ,- 7 -4,zu^de, t he 'etents srrinz out under
the sleeve. After -_,- .xlmotely faur vane rotations, the firinv 77, in will have been
raised by the sleeve sufficiently to clear the shutter cavity, allowing the sprinzloaded detonator shutter to - ove over into the armed position with the :Ietonator lined
up ,, ith the fIrinz pin and booster lead-in.
The spindle continues to rise until the •
washer to which it Is keyed en - eves a zroove in the underside of the fuze neck.
The
Inertia -,:elzht, sleeve, and firing - in cease risinz when the sleeve enzazes the retaining rinz afer rislnz az - roximately 1/4".
It contact with a submarine or other under,ater obstruction, the three lo.c ,--- balls are forced invard, as inertia causes the
wel750t to move for ,, ,er , on na-z , z '7, ,act or ''te - al'y on (a- "a-e impact.
As the weirht
!T.:07;s clear, the lockina balls are forced outward by the bevelled edze a' --e a5ringloaded striker, ,hich is then free to be driveo Into the detonator.
.7MARFS:

The detenas in the fuze bndy which sarinz out under the
eleee, are provided Sr. order to allow the spindle to be
scre,ed back down from the armed position without dar.,:er
sf forcinz the striker into the Set - actor.
In view of the fact that the Inertia plece
ray be In -Securely lodzed over t he co. -4 "-- e- spandle, this procedure is not recommended
on any rocket that has once been fired.

7

DC !=

7

7:'"TE TH7SE 77ZES 7RCM A PROJECTILE , ITE ANY ICC!,
777E.
S 5 RARAT7ON CF TEE TwC PARTS

HI" TH7 S7ArNER '' -' -- 7 IS ISS7 ,2D ',.'ITH 0H
,
OF TEl7-7 7
STDv A55 ,.

ARMING VANE HUB
ARMING VANE
(4 BLADES)
SET BACK
iala
COLLAR
SET
SHEAR WIRE SCREW1r4
(ON MK 158 ONLY)
/
7F-

RADIAL SHEAR WIRE
SET BACK COLLAR

I\ N

}--- SAFETY PIN
PLUG
ARMING SCREW

\'53.
-AVS
i

SKETCH CF SKIBACK
C,LLAR TO SHCA THE
LOCKING Pin AND THE
SFRINjj PLATE IN

GASKET

?LACE. (90 ° FROM
GRJSS SECT7uN OF FU2E,

SEALING WASHER SEALING COLLAR
WEIGHT

SLEEVE SPRING

BALLS(3)
FIRING PIN
SLEEVE

- FIRING PIN SPRING

SLEEVE STOPS
—LOCKING DETENT

FIRING
DETONATOR SHUTTER
LEAD IN

- LEAD IN DISC
,

---°-

BOOSTER -----T `=L 7-

NOSE FUZE MK.I56 MOD. 0

MK.I58 MOD.0

RESTRICTED
lik 1 , 6 Mod 0: 7'12 Rocket

7001=5 7S7D IN

A770

(5,b17bOard)

Mk 158 Mod 0: 72 Pro,,ector Charze A770,
Arra du-In ,- ,ate -- - ravs1;
instantaneous flrIn8 on
imr,,,ct.

77_, N,l7TON:' 7 3

IDEN...,—ATION
ARY7D COvOTTIO -

".

5. VA:7 , ':7S7 7 - 77S

MK156
MK 158
Mk 155 Mcd 7 dsed In 7ocket A770
:Sh1.7toard)
Mk 157 Mcd 2 used In 7r:,:ector
7h.sr7e A.7.70

1/4" fro - nee:: cf fuae

77ZES - sED '--.:"cne

, -, 5 vane -svo'dtIors -- '..

AR":"T 7:M7

to - 5 fest ,a - er travel.

7A ,77 S7AN
MAX. FOTY TIAM7 7 7R

.

.

.

2.75"

07ERA'..1 L7:7, - ,7

-:-.?" C'slthot tooster;

T7"E7AL:

Soth f'...zes are Identical excen: t' - -,- -- e v's ''ST med. - hos a
T'sF.e fd:os wore desIgned
shear ,-Ire in 7::,,,se:tack collar.
to re7lace the mk 131 and Mk 158 re7rectIvely.

The safety 71n Is removed .,hen 7: -.= 7 - : . :': Is loaded on the
launcher, leavin8 :he vanes sec'.:rs: 177 :he se:tack cellar,
whIch kas a lef sarin8 h.-1.'1ns: It •.:-. ty 7.77,7'7e a - aInst the
On flrinr the settack collar moves tack ..cr.e - ', 4- 8 - he s'ea - -' - e , r. t'e
lockinz 71ns.
Mk 158), freeinT the lockln8 71ns from the 8rcove In the collar. -Cn lm8.c: - I.th ,ater,
the force on the vanes causes a torque sufflolent to shear the radLal shear wIre hsldThe vanes arP ''!'..,- 7' 77 .:=. 7e, unthreadIng
Ing the vane cvn to - he neck cf the fuze.
, s ''s ehlr..:e 2- a - s trok fror the
the c7lndle tk --v' t's,-. sck o' 'he fuze body.
Inertla velght, the s-ring under the f1r1n8 sleeve forces the -le-ye and Insrtla
fIrinT Cl , -vs b:. 7 .:'L-, E.' lockln7 b7171s
locked
to
:he
Is
flrIn8
7In
the
51nce
velght uo.
the flrin8 -In and Its errIns: (cocked 8.8aInst P c - . — a- on the firIh - 71n) rise wIth
the f: - .:r s - rIn - -londed sleeve
clesrs
sleeve
As the
'he sleeve and Inrtla weigh:.
sto,7s In the fue hod: ,? st atove the flr1n8 -In 8 - Ile, t'em ,,, -.•- 8 -dt under the
After ar-r-xi -, stelm fcv - vane rote. ::10ns, tke firIng :In ' II: 'ave been raleed
sleeve.
by the el-eve sufficiently to clear the shutter cavIty, -,11e,in - - Ss s - rin8-1oFded
detor .ttsr shuter to 707 ,1' aver Into the armed 77sltion , 'Ith - he ', --.sna - or ilned '.7 .. - ith
The detce - tor sht'er Is locked In 7es1t1on bm a
the fIrIng nIn 7.7i1 booster lead-1n.
The s7lndle contInues to rlse un - 11 ths washer ta ,- kloh. It :s
s 7 rInT-loaded detent.
7
s.
Inertla ,et.8ht, cle , ve
8r-sve In he underside cf the funs. o: so.
keyed en:77.8es
Cn contact
and firin: pin cease r1sIn8 .,'hen the sleeve en87.ges - he rstalnIn - rIng.
a submarine - r other underwater obstruction, Inertia causes 71 ,:. , 17ht to move
- ,,, e ,
.:'..,,
.,..■,-.
8
,
p--Imract,
otllcue
or laterally or
forward on normal imnac
lockinz balls to ,‘,.:.m8 out and release the s7r1n7-1c , ded fIrInr- 7In.
0777A77C:::

777 , A7ES:

The sleeve sta7s In - h ,fuse tody - L:h. s - rIng out under the
sleeve are rrovided '- orls- 7o ,-.--- --, ,-4 t- ' - s to be

In vle- alto -fact 7:-, t the inertla 7lece
forcInz the striker Into the de:on:T.:or.
vay be Insecurely lodged over the striker s7Indle, t•-ls 7roce'u - s Is --T -ecom - ended
on any rocket that has once teen fIred.

-

.

DO ':C -.- slE7'CtlE 7F7SE 7 -7.ES 77CM 0 v 7- , -----7 - . -7,- ::J 7, — CI_
S77AF.A777!: C7 --,7, 7.,'C , ASTS
7787 spArrEF "ICF :S I57l'ED ',T1TF 7 F7 777.
T 7CTY A.MS TH 7 7777.
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MARK 135 H.I.R. nosE FUZE
NOSE CAP- -

•

DIAPHRAGM - -

• DIAPHRAGM
BUTTON

BELL CRANK

POST

NOSE PLATE - "-

WEIGHT
--- BELL CRANK(2)

RETAINING BALLS (3)
BODY --

SAFETY SLEEVE
FIRING PIN

FIRING PIN SPRING

RETAINING RING

LEAD-IN-DISC
LEAD-IN-LOAD

BOOSTER

BOOSTER CUP

SECTION A-A

LOCATING PIN7

-SHUTTER
CAP
-

UNARMED POSITION

DETONATOR
ARMED POSITION
RESTRICTED

,

ictso 722 notnet ,...or-sinin.l.pccard ase.
tIta for

rson= Sied :N

N:e

F123:::1I23

Innts-tonecsn;

25J.ED SO2.2111.2N

,i0

(n7tEd 1312 All:.

I - ::n°O.

MK 135

exoer.owl ineitstion

None

....

1' 22 feet wrioer tr(,:el
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MK-140 H.I.R.
ROCKET FUZE
(NOSE)

NOSE PLU G
, 7•1-

2.••,"?C: 7-AT/C ./57"CA/

I•;,

..OlA"-WRA&M

C/APHGM SEAT
AD/ vor PIN
SELL CPA//KS

,

, EAO

SAPETY RING

11 •
't.,•

qt,

SPA/NG

1

...
L

,

.'

F./PING A i NG \
_P•''
SPRING
'''.:-/
----•- F/R/NG PING GUIDE

' ------- CASE
FIR IN G PIN

41/4042..

110'4.

0,1

r
1M1 .I 1:

/Rit..,G RING

LOCKING BALLS
FIRING P/N GU/DE
STRIKER RING
SLIDER SPRINGS

FF.STRIOTE:

- O77.7.75 752:2 :'

-,

AF - 27 CO':IIt:e%
2522 T5
^ , V7

Y.AX. =07Y OIAI! -PTER

2. 5. VAT::

-

052 772

"n',,ttupltlon

Shipboard ! ,fou.,,?tran and
Proj , ttor Chnrte Attun'tion (Fe ,'r7ehot)
Sy Ire-tia upon Impact
with solld object after
arted by hydrostatic pressure.
"o external la:Ideation

MK. 140

Pydrestatic artint, ItPact flrint
?repelled
Arts under static pressure of approxltately
feet of water. At the
h.th velocity w0th whIcn
the rocket strikes :he water ryna lc pressure is
on the head and it arms at depths fret
to 15 feet.
2.7 in.

"one

This fuze was developed and issued to replace the Ysk 131 and
135 in the 7':2 P.ecket AttunitIon 9' - board (lousetrap) and
72 Projector Oharte Attunition Fedzehot). It arts by hydrosiat , c pressure and has safety feat'dl'es - - dch prevent it fro firinF , either on setback
or itpact with the water. Its sidewlse sensitivlty Is lf="- to 1/4 of the nose sensitIvitY, and a c'anclna blow rertits the fuze to functlen. Orders have ben Issued that
fupe Is not to he used and It wl11 he recal:ed. 7he fune art be used or blItts In
heads without the titer, when dropped as boots.
7.7!:FRAL:

'hen rocket Is fired the ar - int wire Is pulled. On setback,
the safety rIno is forced down crer the upter hooks on the
twc bell cranks, nrevelint thet frot s - readln: out and
r-leasinz the detonator s:lder. In It-act with the water Inc firing rInz clips down
a Cltht atount and ents.tes the lower hooks on the tell cranks, thus preventln:: the
tell cranks !rot straadIr47 to release the detonator elder on *..rater impact; the hooks
on the crank also -revent the flrInz rInz frop drop7Ing free of the lockInt balls. As
the rocket travels throu,th the water, water enters ...hT ports In the protective cap
ad too-ouch the holes in the nose plut which forterly received the arobno wlre. After
to 15 feet, the Pressure of the water wIll r. , o7 the phosphorreachInz a depth of fret
bronze dla7hre7t, which presses down on the inner ends of the bell cranks. Since the
bell cranks are plvoted about plvot tins, they se-Inn clear 7f the detonator slider,
which Is forced over to the arced position by two strInFs, and locked there by a sprIntloaded detent. On 17.7Act7 vitro subtarine or other hard surface, the firinc - -Inc Is
be Inertla azalnst Its two flrinx rdr.P° sprInzs, whlch are celled around two
c- ,Ide pins. Thls aotlon 7f the flrin: rInz frees the lookin2 balls which are forced
outward by the string loaded strlker w - Ich Is then drlven Into the detonator.
A zlanolnE blow causes the loosely
'rove sldeways, cammln: the flrint rInr forward, releasInv the
the fune.

..t1n7 striker rInc7. to
ockInE balls and flrinz

filfiRK 139 S.I.R. nosE FUZE
CAP ASSEMBLY

FIRING WHEEL

NOSE PLATE
SLIDE SPRING
SLIDE

1

SLIDE PIN
CLAMP SPRING
SET - BACK
COLLAR PIN

FIRING PIN

-

FIRING PIN DRIVE PIN
SET - BACK COLLAR
CLOCK SPRING SET PIN SET- BACK COLLARSPRING

CLOCK SPRING DRIVE
PIN

FLY WHEEL
CLOCK SPRING

CLOSURE DISC

SPACER RING

PIVOT PIN

BODY -

SHUTTER

LEAD -IN DISC
LEAD - IN
ASSEMBLY
BOOSTER CUP

BOOSTER

BOOSTER CUSHION

-
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dap assonbly 6i:t clanps
nisalnis; firino." :in and
firin.:. wneal raised.
'

cn water
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MK 139

u-e

:,.... d.:t d/4 sea.
luunnin,

after
Impact 7iririz
Sprin4 ,',rninc,,
1-:conet Propelled

is
:- .:_5 fo.:e is desined f:c- aht'.-sn:ncarine warfare and
dsed In rockets pr:eoted td:oh fron airplahea and ss:all
:ne C.:de functions on impact with a hard
patrol ato.fo.
:impact.

A waterrtlootI Coy o-eahahism.
:he fdze bet': encloses tn.,
is held In position by two bands
:roof cap is affixed to the nose of toe fuze and
Eeneath tl.e cup, a firin; wneel I , as - - - hed by a set-scrow
locked t . ; a safetp zdn.
sur7.- .Yis wheel Is fonset like a cross to present less
to the end of a firin; ;in.
:he slide coop ;.in, riveted to the cap,
face and prevent firin.7 on water Lnpact.
s: p'- also extends down. Into the nose plate,
en,,anes a le&, of the 'r''',; wheel.
--,so';f'ywheel and settac
whe:e it prevents a slide fron novirui" ost'ssrd.
:lila
scraw, font:. su;-assemoly.
:1
-,-, ne..,_
bp
tn.,
sated by a s:rin: an: Sc:,., - : . c.:.
.', ;in .et In :be slide en..;an,es
as:.entOy is placed cn bne ....oft cf t,.. fissinn -...1h.
on
secured
sprin,
oload
:,
tbe setback ccilar in crier ts .,revent l',3 r.:tatich.
Co tlle closdre disc, Is assenolone end to tne flywdeol onc on tote otnbr end t.., a pin
The
i;in
to
which
the
ed under tension so cd ao in.-ur: Its :s:cs to too flywheel.
to pre':ent rotation cf the
clock sorinz is attacned is ..hshared to tn. , fi'se bcdp
A
;in is screw. t)d intc shear throodo in tlie clozure disc.
The firin
dlosure disc.
of -....e closure disc.
detonator snutter is us'fixot cn E ;in set in the lower stirfase
spacer
ring
tijntly
fitted
:',
snutter.
tne
in
.h.e firiai, pi:. extends 1:-. --D :: onvity
This rin...E,,
det.,nator shutter.
set in the boa:, .c.,1:.0sina a a,rin: latent loosed in the
proviso:a Ices n.opement of the
interposed between the -' --.'ns disc and lead-In disc,
the bo....ster chcrEe
and
disc,
iead-in
tn•
an
cantolned
on,:.:e
is
The uead-in
stutter.
in a 000ster na,sasine 1,,..; b screws into tne fuze ocdy.
olro 13 V. -. -2.trEW1-. :: t zoo -rocket is launchsd,
.
When toe ersbin „:
;he clamps are Pin:iced:at ant forced off by trig clanp sprinE.
the action of its con:he waterproof cap flies off bp
Its string.
Setback causes too setback collar to nave back a.:ainst
crossed sarinEs.
:a, ; ;ar'sittinn the fipweel assess''....is novenent releases the slide plot in the ncoe
rotation
lotr,nsnitted
:..Is
clock
sprins.'
to ze rotated by the force of too'
tnorety wi:hdrewin.; the firinn pin
to the flrind slot, -s4 -.;it to sore', outward,
is forced by Its oprin: loots aliznfrom encj agement alto. ': -..1. detonator snutter, which
'ot: the ar,et position it Is locked
:,?..2.
shutter
loco the
rent with the firinn ;in.
bi-Ea.;,TIO:::

ova

sorinn-loaded detent.

lot In:sect of the firinn wheel with a
of the
Inz pin is driven backward and shears the snear th.roass
train.
that pierces the detonator, setting off the explocive
..ErAFHS:

:his

lose

is now otsolete.

solid object,
closare ..:Is:.

the firIt

STRIKER HEAD

STRIKER

ARMING HUB.

VANES
INNER SLEEVE

ARMING WIRE
BRACKET

1

STATIONARY GEAR
SHEAR WIRE
--- MOVABLE GEAR
- FIRING PIN
DETONATOR SHUTTER
yASSEMBLY
DETONATOR DETENT
SHUTTER LOCKING RECESS

BOOSTER
LEAD-IN

DETENT

TETRYL
BOOSTER
PELLETS

FIRING PIN

,
:

-

DETONATOR

STOP PIN
SHUTTER
SPRING

SAFE POSITION
SECTION Y-Y

L

THREADED
ADAPTER

1

NOSE FUZE MK. 141 MOD 0

'441TwarieNZ.
ROCKETS USED It
F7NCTIGNING
ARMED CONDITION

7r2 Demolition Rocket
Nark 5 head)
Instantaneous Imoact
When striker head has
risen more than 1/8"
above ths arming hub.

FUZES USED WIT- ,tote
.03 - 130 vane revoluARMING TIME
tions.
MAX. BODY DIAMETER . . . 1.75"
OVERALL LENGTH
3.5"

U. 2. NA'.'3, NOS= F7IE

MK.14I
Air Arming, Impact

,.:, 3. C
le le - ued to a - 7*.lb, , edo trouts for use In
destroY!= 'eeach obstaolee. "The fume Is water discriminntInr7 end so 4esie7me:: t::at _t -11: not fire on imoact , :lth
water but wIll te motuated by Immact with the earth or soft sT,n, oroyi'e ,' the water
7he weter discriminetine7 feeture
traccl before 171 - mot Is not more thnn twenty feet.
in obtained by use of a corner shear wire. The Yk 141 Yod C ',''' re-lode the n 152
Sr. the 72 Demolition Rocket (Yk 5 hea'.

GENERAL:

The 7k 1-,1

The fuze was developed from the Bomb Nose Fuze AN-N 110A1
and retains the upper body and gear reduction system used
in that fuze. To obtain detonator safety, a pivoted detonator shutter has been added below the firing pin. The shutter is held Sr. the safe
rosition by the firing pin and when fuse is armed, the shutter Is locked Sr. position
b y a spring loaded detent. The safety block of the bomb fuze has been rerlaced by the
geam which locates the cross
arming hub, an integral extension of the stationary
shaped striker head In the safe position. The movable gear In the Mk 141 Mod n acts
to thread the striker assembly forward and out of the fuze body, thus withdrawing the
firing pin from ths detonator shutter slideway (releasing the shutter to move into the
armed position), and trying the striker head away from the arming hub. The striker and
firing pin are mounted, by a conmer shear wire, In the inner sleeve which farms the
threaded hut of the movable gear. The arming wire bracket of the bomb fuze has been
retained and. In shipment, a safety wire ties the vanes to this bracket. To insure
rroper air flow past the fuze vanes, an elongated booster chamber has teen added to
the fuze. This cavity, loaded with tetryl increments, extends the tip of the fuze
6 inches beyond the rocket head. At the lower end of the booster chamber a threaded
adapter has been fixed to adant the li Inch diameter fuse to the 2 inch diameter fuze
pocket. Two Mk 1 Mod 0 auxiliary boosters are required in the fuze pocket.

DESCRIPTION:

When rocket is fired, the arming wire Is nulled, and the
vanes are free to rotate. The rotation of the vanes acts
through the reduction gears to thr e ad the inner sleeve un
In the arming hub an2 thereby withdraw the firing pin from the detonator shutter. The
shutter is forced across the shutter cavity by Its spring and is locked in the armed
position by the spring loaded detent. On Impact the striker Is driven down, shearing
the copper shear wire, and fires the detonator - booster lead-in - booster.

0PERATIDN:

._

■•■•■

:-.02KITS USE: IN
2i,2CTIONING

7'.:2 Zemolition 2.ocket,
.
(Yk 5 head)
ilagact.

A! - :MET ,; .2N21 - 2.2 7

:e
str'kcm
risen ms. , e than 5/16"
from outer sleeve, and
arin,2 wire Is gone.

FT_ES 1;SED

"one

:IME

U.S.

Yk 122: instantaneo . ,,a,

MK 152
Air

Impact Firing,
:ocket 2ropelled

122 vane revolutions

VANE SPAN

4.75" (4 vanes)

MAX. BODY :TAME=
L 7 ';(9"
GEN7RAL:

5.5" (w/booster.
This fuze is identical with the AN-Mk 219 bomb fuze (p.129),

except that It has been partially armed fifty turns ,f the
arming vanes and a metal fore inserted between the vane carrier and the fuze tot:: to take uo the space left by the prearming process. This fork
must be rea.oved before launching the fused rocket. In addition, the pitch cf the
degrees instead of the 15 degrees on the AN-lk 212.
vanes has teen increased to
The faze is stamped "Mk 162", and the fuze packinm case is
marked "222. T3E :N 7.2 :N. 22:KETS ONLY". Great :are must be te;:en not to confuse
the two fuzes oecause of their similarity. One ,t-Mk 219 must not be used in place
of the Mk 1c2, end ';ice versa.
When installing the Yk 1:2 in demolition rockets, a regular
adapter ring for the AN-Mk 212 fuze (same as tnat used when installing the AN-:fk 219
in the nose of the depth toms) must be used. :he fuse cavity in the ro,ket body is
deep enough to necessitate the addition of the following with the Mk 152:- one Mk 2
Auxiliary booster (2 inches lone); one Mk I Auxiliary booster (3 Inches long); and
one cardboard spscer (improvised) approximately 1/2 inch thick placed below the a -.;.xiliary boosters. Tests have ineicated that a high order det,:nation can -7771 be expected if an a:SItional cardboard spacer is used in place of the auxiliary booster
Mk 2; however, use of the booster is preferred.
When ;laced in the launcher, an arming wire, one end of
which is attached to the launcher, replaces the safety pin. This assembly prevents
fumes of other rockets In the launcher from arminm as a result of the blast from
rockets already launched. Both safety pin and arming fork must be replaced if the
rocket is not fired.

There are two stages of arminr. Turing the first stage, the
upper gear Is free to rotate and the lower gear. being attached to ,a-mer carrier whicl -, In turn is locked by the inner sleeve. Is held stationary. Durinr the second stare, the hammer carrier has risen
to clear the inner sleeve and the lower gear Is free to rotate while the urner gear Is
held stationary as 17 Is attached to the arming shaft which was threaded up until it
locked against the shaft extension nut.
OPEFATION:

First stage: As the rocket Is launched, the arming wire Is
withdrawn and the vanes are free to rotate. Thru - the system of reduction gears, the =ter gear rotates to thread the arming shaft or until the head of the screw on the shaft
locks aga1n5t the shaft extension nut. A collar on the shaft lifts the hammer carri4r
and the entire arming assembly. Simultaneously with the locking of the arming shaft
and the upper gear, the hammer carrier clears the inner sleeve to free the lower rear.
Second stare: The lower gear and hammer carrier are rotated
in a counter-clockwise direction. The aligning lu,g on the hammer carrier enrages the
firing pin carrier, lining on the firing pin extension with the firing pin. Further
rotation causes the firing tin carrier to en.c . age the detonator carrier, lining the firing rin or wIth the detonator. The heaver carrier firing tin carrier, and detonator
carrier continue to rotate through 190 degrees until the lit on the detonator carrier
engages the Inner sleeve. Simultaneously, the Erring - loaded detent in the striker snaps
into a recess in the hammer carrier, thus locking the firing train components in an
armed position. Since the upper and lower gears are now both locked, the two copper
pins securing the lower gear to the hammer carrier are sheared and the vanes rotate freely. (If the air speed Is less than 300 m.p.h., the air pressure will not be sufficient
to shear the pins, and the vanes will merely cease rotating.)
The fuze Is now fully armed. On impact, the entire upper
assembly of the fume is forced Inward. The shear wire in the arming shaft is cut as the
utter part of the shaft telescopes into the lower part and the shear wire thru the firing pin is cut as the firing pin extension forces the firing tin Into the detonator.
The detonator sets off the auxiliary booster lead-in, booster lead-in, booster, and
main charge successively.
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REST

CET

MK. 137 A.I.R. NOSE FUZE

VANE LOCKING PIN

VANE GUARD
ARMING VANES

SET HACK
COLLAR

SPRING LOADED
DETENT
SAFETY PIN GROOVE

DETONATOR

STRIKER
SET BACK SPRING

DET. SHUTTER

STRIKER GUIDE
STOP PIN

SHUTTER SPRING
SPACER SLEEVE
BOOSTER LEAD - IN
BOOSTER

DE T E NT C A VI I'?

spRp., : s LOADED DETENT
STRIKER
DET ONA T OR
DET ON AT OR SHUT:ER
5E7 TTER
STOP PIN

sEcr/oni ';4":"4"
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U. 5. NAVY NOSE F'JZES

RESTRICTED

mk 137 Mods 0 1, and 2'
4!5 High Explosive. Barrage Rocket (Mk 3 head
and Mk 5 head);
7.2 Demolition Rocket
9 head);
7.2" Chemical Rocket
Air Arming, Impact Firing,
(Mk 7 head).
Rocket Propelled
Mk 145: 4.5' H.E. Earrare Rocket
(Mk 3 head)
w.,- 17 7 - Instant. Impao:
EU37CTIONTNG
Mk .: ,-,o. - .02 sec. delay
"he: base of vane boss Is
ARMED CONDItIO''
off top of fuze body.
None
TUDES 7SED v777
ARYT7;G TIME
10 vane revolutions (approx. 100' alr travel).
7-3/4'
VANE GUARD DIAMET77
OVERALL LENGTH
2-1/2" (including vane guard, without booster).

ROOFFTS USED Ir

MK 137
MK.137-1

(Mk

MK. 145
MK.145-1

Fires upon water impact for velocities of 300 ft/sec and
tore. Fires at imvact angles as small at 15 0 to 20 0 . Probably will not arm if the burninv time is shorter than 0.2
sec. or the velocity is less than 300 ft/sec.

GENERAL:

'hen the rocket Is loaded on the launcher, the safety tin
scouring the setback collar is withdrawn.
On firing time
rocket, the setback collar Is forced back iz.. .y Inertia, compressing the setback spring and withdrawing the vane lockIng pin from the hole In the
vane boss. the vanes rotate freely. and after 3 to 4 rotations have unthreaded the
striker spindle sufficiently that i'hen deceleration occurs the vane locking pin cannot
aFaIn engage the 7 ,- .. boss. After approximately 10 vane rctations, the striker stindie
Is unthreaded su"'ent't to free the detonator shutter, which Is forced across the
stop pin and is locked in the
shutter cavity by is string. It Is stopped b y
armed position b-.a strinv loaied detect housed In the shutter which slips into a recess In the striker guide. ' ,:hen the striker has reached the end of Its threads It
rotates freelv with the vanes as the striker spindle collar rides In a groove In the
underside of the fuze body. On imoact, the threads on the fuze body are sheared as
the striker is forced Into the detonator.
ORERATI0N:

Mk 137 Mod 1:the

Mk 137 Mod 1 is similar to the 137 but has 10 blades on
the arming vanes as compared to 6 and also has a stilt
spacer sleeve.

Mk 137 Mod 2: The Mk 137 Mod 2 is similar to the Mk 154-3.

vane lock pin seat prevents premature arming.

Mk 145:the
Mk 145 Mod 1:

A modif , ed

Mk 145 is similar to the Mk 137 but incorporates a
.02 sec. delay in the detonator.
A modified vane lock pin seat prevents prevents premature
arming.
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RESTRICTED

ARMING
VANES
VANE
GUARD
VANE

SETBACK
COLLAR

LOCKING PIN

STRIKER
STRIKER GUIDELEAD- IN

SHUTTER SPRING -DETONATOR
SHUTTER

RUBBER GASKET

BURSTER TUBE
COLLAR

BURSTER
RETAINING DISC
BURSTER TUBE

SPANNER HOLES

TETRYL BURSTER

NOSE FUZE MK. 154 MOD. 3
FOR USE IN 4-5 CHEMICAL ROCKET
92

Air

-,
Na 154-3: 425 Rocket
(WP) Smoke Filled
(Mk 7 head)
Instantaneous; Impact

ROCKETS USED IN
FUNCTIONING

When base of vane boss
Is 1/2" off top of fuze
body.

ARMED CONDITION

U.S. NW:Y NOSE F'isE

MK 154-5

None

77LES USE , T 7- '-'

Ar=1:10„
130 vane revolutions
AF::ING TIM=
hoomet
sir trod
Lasprcx. 100
VA.:1-, GUAK: 2IA::=TEK

.

OVERALL LENGTH

.

.

1=paot Firing„
?robolled

2-3/4"

2-1/2"
10.56"

(inolbdinz vane guard,
(with burster tube).

wi'_he, t burster

or 2 f'...te i.1..s a 14.06" long
This fuze consists of a .j.k 5.37
A steel collar is brazed to the upper
tetryl burster tube.
A rubber gasket is inserted between the
end of tne tube.
, etwoen the wall df the bdrster
burster tube collar and one burster retalnin, dist, .
tube and trio inside wall of tore burster retaining disc Is left a clearance of approxiThis clearance in addition to the ru:ober gasket allows the burster
mately 0.03".
tube a certain degree of flexibility which is desirable when installing time conplete
faze assembly In the fuze adapter of the roc:cet body.
GENERAL:

When the rocket is loaded on the launcher, Inc safety sin
On firins( the
securing the setback metier is withdrawn,
rocket, the setback collar is forced back bi inertia,
so.nsressiass the setbcck sprin:( and withdrawing tore cane locking pin from, the hole
The vanes rotate freely, and after 3 to 4 rotations hare unin the vdne boss.
threaded the striker ssindie sufficiently that when deceleration occurs the vane locking pin can not agsin ensa,,e the vane boss. .,,fter approxinately 10 vane rotations,
the striker spindle is unthreaded sufficiently to free the detonator snutter, which
Is forced across the shutter cavity by its spring. It is stor m - -b by the stop pin
and Is looked in the ar=ed position by a spring loaded detent housed in the shutter
and engaging In a recess in the striker guide. .ehen the strlker nas reached the end
of its threads it room, tea freely with the vnnes as tore striker spindle collar rites
Introvert, the threads on the :'.,ze
in a groove in the underside of the fuse body.
tbdy are shecrea vs tne strI;scr Is forced into tore detonabbr.

CFEEATI3N:

hELRKS:

::o ddsesecsIbly of
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true fuze is c.:tnorlzed.

RES TR' C TED

MARK 148
A. I. R. NOSE FUZE

VAN ES
VANE BOSS
VANE LOCKING PIN

SET-BACK' BLOCK
SET-BACK SPRING
FUZE BODY
SAFETY PIN

1:4 /

it r.: ,
)

I

;

STRI ER
STRIKER GUIDE
- DETONATOR
----- SPRING LOADED
DETENT
5roe P/N
DETONATOR SHUTTER
SPACER SLEEVE
BOOSTER LEAD-/N
LEAD

-

IN PLATE

BOOSTER
BOOSTER CUP

SPE,:

1.0nEED

STiILEiST OP PIN
= ON AT OF.
▪

C':AT OR S'-7 --.7E1•.

S HETTE.P. S PP.I

SECT- 1°N "A"-15, -

Mk 148

LESTR10T,P
FOCF.= vSET2 Ir

35 Pockets (Mks,'? 5, 6
and 9 heads)
5.:"0 Pockets (Yks 1, 5 and
6 heads).

FUNCTICNINS

Instantaneous. .1moact

APMED -.17....N

.

.

S. NAVY yOaE F77ES

MK.147
(1100.1)

MK. 148

'.h.en base of vane boss Is
1/2" from too of furs body.
Vanes do not co - . off.

Alr Arml007, impact Piring,
Pocket Propelled

FUZES OSED ,:ITS,!,1cne, or with Mk 1..S
ARmIN'S TIMF

.

vane revolutions

VANE SPAN

12"

MAY. 70'Y =F-FP

1_,-,/,R

OVERALL LENI:TF

'---11./4" (without bsoster

•

The Yk 144 is similar to the Mk 137 nose fule, but has smaller
GENE=AL:
shimmed with. a orotective
vanes and instead of A were ,ad, is
Fires at Impact
can which Is roved when loaded on plane.
Co
for water or land tarbets 'allowipv sllbht oenetration.
angles as lou. as 5 0 and 10 °
than 20 0to 25.' '.
hard targets. fires at Imoact angles not less
The weather cap Is removed -hen the rocket Is loaded on the
CP.:RATION:
the
launcher. After the rocket Is loaded on the launcher,
Is Installed thru
safety wire Is withdrawn and the ermInt aloe
-,..
--0..
,,,,.
,
secure The emm'mm w.-e
the arming ,ire .bdide. Two F'ahnestock clios
rocket -,-,,, th.,arming wire free and the
tenant Is , mol - d, the forward motion of the set
tack against the setback spring. Since
setback
block
to
force of Inertia causes the
It is thus withdrawn
the vane locking. pin Is positively attached to the setback block,
This frees the vanes to
to a position flush with or below the top of the fute body.
rotate, unscrewing, the striker as they rotate. The vanes must make from 3 to 4 rota- tions during acceleration to unscrew the striker sufficiently to prevent re-enbagement
the setback spring gradually forces the setback block and
of the vane locking pin SS
rotations of the vanes, :he striker will have unthreaded
locking pin up. After 8 or 9
The latter is then rotated
su" , m'ently to free the sorlob-loaded detonator shutter.
by the stop pin,
position where It Is stormed
by the shutter spring Into the armed
As the shutter reaches
striker
and
booster
lead-in.
lininz the detonator or with the
carried in the shutter is forced into a
the arced position, a smrinb-loaded detentshutter In the armed position.
After an
locking the
recess In the striker ;m:Ide, the
end of the threads on the striker spindle are reached,
additional rotation or two,
and :he vanes rotate free:' as the collar at the end of the threads ride In a groove
shearing the threads In the
Co impact, the striker Is forced In,
In the fuze body.
nosc of the fuze body, and is driven into the lead azide detonator.
similar to
This fuze Is used in the 72 '1'P. Model 15, and Is
Mk 147:
the Mk 148, except that It does Oct have an arming wire guide
Instead
of
the
and
has
no
booster.
such as the Mk 148,
:here is an adapter which receives a burster tube to break open the rocket •
booster,
which
consists
of
a
cylindriThe fu:e has a vane a-lard
and eject the chemical filler.
just above the top of the
cal tube smen at the to:, with perforations around the tube
fuze body.
and is IdenThis fuze Is a later modification of the Yk 147,
Mk 147 yod 1:
tical to it with the exception of the vane rcard which has
been rerlaced on the Mod 1 by a rrotective cap.

-,
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MARK 149
A.I.R. INIOSE FUZE
WEATHER

CAP
PIN

y

VIE ATHER OAP SPRING
VANES
VANE BOSS
CLAM P
CLAMP PIN
VANE LOCKING PIN
UPPER SE 7—BACK BLOCK ------_, /
FUZE BODY
STR/ACER

LOWER SET-BACK
BLOCK
UPPER SPACER
5LEE

/E

SET—BACK SPRING
SHUTTER LOCKING
PIN
STRIKER G UIDE

SPRING LOADED
DE TENT
DETONATOR
LOWER SPACER
SLEEVE
STOP PIN
DET SHUTTER
BOOSTER LEAD-IN
LEAD-/N PLATE
-- BOOSTER
-

SPRING LOADED DET7
SEITT TER L CCIEI NG PI?,
MIEN CA V/ TY
STP=R
DETONATOR
SEETTE.R SPRING
ST OP PIN
SE C T/ ON ','A"-;A"
RESTRICT:1:D
9e

00S TER CUP

F.ESTRIC 7..ED

Se

BOMBS USED IN

FUNCTION1N

,

Mk 149
3:5 AE, hezda • Mk 3, 5,
6 and 9.
5:0 AR, hend,Marka 1,5,6
and 6 Mod.1
Instantaneous impact.

ARMED CONT1—.ION . . .

When base of vane boss
is 1/2" of fuze body.

191192 TIME

lone, or with Mk 146,157
159,159-1,164,165.
. . . . 8 vane revolutions

VANE SFAN

. . . . 1-1/8" (12 vanes)

FUTES USE" VIlE

MAX. SO= 2:AETER.
OVERALL LINUTH

U. S. NAVY NOSE Fl".:E

MK. 149
MK. 155
Air arming, T=pact firing,
Rocket propelled.

•

. • 3"

. . . . 3e (without booster)

The body of this fuze is a converted nose plug fro= a 5"
he working parts of the f=ze are very simliar
projectile.
to those of the Mk 148 1.1.9. fuze, which it is rehlacind.
The essential changes are the addition of a second setback block, shutter locking
The fuze
pin, a nose cap and ciemp, and s=aller but less sharply pitched vanes.
body itself is =ore strea=lined. The addition of the spring loaded weather cap
over thp vanes protects the vanes frc= icing up during flight of the aircraft at
high altitudes. This cap does not spring off until dhe arming wire is pulled fro=
the cla.,p wnen the rocket is fired.
3E1E911:

When the rocket is fired, the arming wire is pulled free
fro= the ciamp pin end the col:.pressed weather cap spring
forces the weather cap =p, spreading the clamp until the
weather cap is free. The force of inertia causes the two setback blocks to .fall
back against the pressure of the setback sprint.. This accomplishes two things:
First, the vane locking pin is freed fran the vane boss and the vanes are free to
Second, the lower setback block forces the
rotate and screw the striker upward.
shutter lockinr ein dowm into the shutter cavity, preventing the shutter from moving over and lining =p under the striker as long as the rocket is acceleratinc ;I.e.
as long as the rocket motor is burnLnc. After 8 vane revolutions ,the point of the
striker will hove risen clear of the shutter; and upon reaching the end of the
threads, the spindle will rotate freely as the striker collar :4.des In the groove
In the f --te body. After the rocket propellant has ceased burnin.g,deceleration
The shutter
occurs ark both setback blocks are forced up by the setback spring.
locking pin Is shut lifted from the shutter cavity and the shutter moves across the
fuzo under infbuence of its spring until stopped by the stop zin. A spring-loaded
detent in the detonator' shutter springs up into a recess in the striker g=i'de,
Cu impact, the striker shears the body
locking the shutter in the armed position.
threads and is driven Into the detonator, setting off the booster .,ead-in end
scooter in succession.
OFERAT:ON:

`.7. 155:

The Mk 156 it uted in the Mks 6 and 7t stoke filled 3V5
rocket heaIs. Thy fuze is similar to the Mk 149 ,Ith t
burst', " te'. 'ettetd of a booster cht_rge.
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MK. 146 PLR. BASE FUZE

RESTRICT?

SPACER SCREEN

INLET CUP
INLET SCREW

PRESSURE CHAMBER
COPPER DIAPHRAGM

SHEAR WIRE—
ARMING PLUNGER
sL

ARMING BALL
SPRING LOADED
DETENT -,_
-

SHUTTER
LOCKING PIN —

STRIKER BLOCK
./

STRIKER SPRING
FIRING PIN GUIDE
FIRING PIN
SHUTTER SPRING

BOOSTER
CHAMBER

DETONATOR SHUTTER
SPACER SLEEVE

FIRING PIN

SHUTTER
LOCKING PIN

SHUTTER
SPRING

DETENT

DETONATOR

SECTION A - A

ReSTRIC7ED

7. S. NA7Y BASE FUZE

3:5 Rocket (Mk 4 head)
50 Rocket (Mk 1 head;
772 OR (Mk IC head)
71- , =5* instant. Impact
FUN7t7eNiNe
(with slight inherent
delay). Somstimes has
.02 second delay in
detonator.
'Oc
external indication
ARMED CCN'ITICN
F'ZED 7SED '77B. Alone or with Mk 145 or
Mk 149.
. . . From Ignition cf pro..
ARYTNe TIME
psllant to .1 sec. aft. acceleration ceases.
. . . 7 -15/16"
ve.X. set: tiAM e 7ER
5-1/2"
077BALL ltUC7F

FOC=S 7 5 E3 IN

MK.146
MK.146-I
Pressure arming, Impace firing
Rocket Propelled

the fuze head ocrews into an adapter fixed in the base of the
rocket tofy and the gasket and luting an the threads make
the tot of the fete 16 exposed to the
a Ras tiEht seal.
the 71: : 45-1 differs in that it has a more sensitive
end
of
the
rocket
ootor,
front
These lures are beina- replaced in the 5:0 Rocket by the Mk 157-0 fuze.
fir 4 nrz train.
The Mk He5-1 Is being replseed in the 7 .:2 Demolition Rocket Mk 10-1 head by the Mk
151-0.
ei'77.7=Al:

Th, fuze is shimmed asserbled In the base of the rocket head
rnd is net to be re - aced.
When the re:Act is fired, Ras under considerable pressure
from the rocket motor passes throuRh the inlet screen underAs
neath the Inlet screw and enters the pressure chamber.
:he Ris mr,s,ure tulles '.:7, the diamhramm bears segainst the erring plunger, breaking
the
locking
ball,
which
is
the shear wire aid forcing the arring plunger inward.
rreventing the rearward -ov ,- ent of the striker block, is forced over by the pressure
of the spring-loaded striker block into the narrow !portion of the arming plunger. The
striker spring forces the striker block rearward, retracting the firing pin from the
The shutter is still prevented from moving across the fume by
detonator shutter.
action of Its sprin7 until after deceleration bezins, since the force of setback
thrusts the shutter back and causes the shutter looking pin to engaRe In a recess in
After burning of the propellaet - ceases and deceleration begins,
oh , firing -in :mules.
the shutter
the shutter rides forward, diseneaging the locking min from the gtelde,
ermine forces the shutter across the shutter cavity, where It Is locked in the armed
positioe by a detect w'ich is housed in the firinR min Ruide and which engages a recess in the shutter. Cr. Intact, inertia drives the striker block forward against its
spring, the firing ein striking the detonator.
(1; A delay of .02 sec. can be lncor:orated in the detonator
to ,c:leve greater penetration when used in high velocity
aircraft rackets. (See Mk 157, page

emUA=ES:

if, ) The later models of this fuze have undergone the follow-

Inc medificatiens:

a. the inlet shield has been modified. the two outside "les" are
slightly longer ee- e -t he ' 7,- loess of the shield_ so that the Inlet screen wlil not be
crushed when the inlet screw is tightened.
plug.

b.

the ball retaining plug,

staked In place, has replaced the

screw

c. A safety pin has been fitted belo ..., the spacer sleeve to facilitate
assembly omeratlons.
d. the deeonaeer shutter has taken on an oval shape, eliminating
the former squared corners.
e. the latest lots of Mk 146 feces have been further altered to
of the fuze by using (1) a weaker creep spring, (2)
Increase thP overall sensitIvit
a acre sensitive primer, and (7';a - ore tapered flrInz point.
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MK.I57 - BASE FUZE
INLET SHIELD

INLET SCREW

INLET SCREEN

SPANNER
HOLES

PRESSURE CHAMBER

- COPPER DiAPi-IRAGM

BALL RETAIWNG PLUG
SHEAR WIRE
ARri,NG. PLUNGER

LOc-ING BALL

-

rIRINO PII• BODY

FIRING PIN SPRING
-

LOCK WIRE
FIRING PIN 5PRINC.

SPRING LOADED DETENT

F,R11, 1C, PIN GUIDE

FIRING PON
DETONATOR 5HL,T7tLg

SHUTTER LOC.KING PIN

SPACER SLEEVE
DELAY DETONATOR

SAFETY PIN
BOOS T ER
SHUTTER SPRING PIVOT

FIRING PIN
OCT. SHUT TER
SPRING LOADED DETENT
STOP PIN

E

HOLE

DETENT HOLE
DELAY DETONATOR

;

ROCKETS USED I

mk 157: 570 Rockets (Mks
1, 5, and 6 heads).
Mk 157-1; 11775 Rockets
(Mk 1 head)

KU1:77IONING

Mk 157 and Mod 1:
delay; Intact.

ARMED C0NDITICN .

.

. . Alone, or with Mk 146 or
Mk 149.
Armed .1 sec. after acceleration ceases.

ARYI!:7; TIME

.

MK157
MK 157-1
MK 159
Pressure Arming, Impact Firing
Rocket Propelled

. . 2-15/15"

YAK. .707' D:AM , TR
07ERAL1 IEITH

.02 sec.

U, S. NAVY SASE FUZE

.

.

. 5-1/2"

The Mk 157-0 is essentially-similar to the Mk 145 fuze, with
the following differences: (1) a .12 second delay detonator
replaces the non-delay detonator of the Mk 146; (2) the firing
The Mk 157-0 fuze
yin and the firing yin body are pinned together by a thin lock wire.
has been developed to afford mreater penetration of the target than was possible with
the non-delay detonator of the Mk 146. The Mk 157-0 is being replaced by the Mk 165-0
which consists of the Mk 157-0 with a motor adopter and an improvised detonator shutter
lookinr arrangement. .

GENERAL:

The Mk 157 Mod 1 differs from the Mk 157-C In that the material for the fuze tsdy has been considerably strengthened, and the number of external
throads has been apyroximately doubled. In all other respects the fuzes are identical.
,rhen the rocket Is fired, gas under considerable pressure from
the rocket motor passes through the inlet screen underneath
the inlet screw and enters the pressure chamber. As the gas
pressure builds up the diaphragm bears against the arming plunger, breaking the shear
vire and forcing the arming plunger down. The looking ball, which is preventing the
urward movement of the firing pin body, moves into the narrow portion of the arming
plunger. The firing pin body Is then forced upward by Its compressed spring, carrying
the firing pin out of the detonator shutter. The shutter, however, is not yet allowed
to move over into the armed position. The force of set-back, which continues in effect while the rocket is accelerating throughout the burning period, has thrust the
shutter upward engaging the shutter locking pin with the hole in the bottom of the
firing pin guide.
0, E9.AT:CN:

At the end of the burning period of the rocket motor, deceleration begins and the shutter rides forward, disengaging the locking pin from the
spring
moves the shutter over in the armed position where it is
g7ulde. The shutter
locked by a spring loaded detent which is housed in the firing pin guide and engages
a recess in the shutter.
On impact the firing pin body and firing pin overcome the
striker spring and ride down against the detonator, at the same time shearing the thin
The purPose
copper lock-wire which holds t. --. ,e firing pin and firing pin body together.
of the lock-wire is to prevent 'crushing of the delay detonator by the combined weight
of the firing pin body and the firing pin, which is blunt.
REYARKS:

than the 'etab

1. The sensitivity of the mk 157-0 fuze is somewhat less than

that of the Mk 146 fuze since the percussion type primers
used in delay exploolve trains are Inherently less sensitive
type primer caps used in instantaneous detonators.

2. The Yk 157-0 and Mk 157-1 fuzes are always shipped to the
field installed in :he base of the rocket.

.1

3. No attempt should ever be made to remove this fuze from
the assembled round for any Purpose prior to firing, e.g., to clean the fuze or substitute a base plug for tine fuze. Anything less than a perfect seal between the fuze and
the adapter. in the base of the rocket body will allow the gases from the rocket motor
Premature explosion of the rocket
to seep into the body and contact the H.E. filling.
Is then highly probable.
The fuze Mk 159 is similar to the Mk 157, except that the
delay time has been changed to 0.015 seconds. The fuze is
used in the base of the 570 Rocket (570 Motor - Mks 5 and 6
heads). Other minor structural changes have been made as follows: (a) a slightly heavier shear wire; (b) the inlet screen and inlet washer have been replaced by a brass
The radially serrated side
washer having one side flat and the other radially serrated.
faces the fuze head so that the motor gases can enter the fuze diaphragm chamber; (c) '
just below
the number of external threads on the body has been increased and "run out
the flange'to afford a snug fit for the sealing waheer; (d) the fuze has been completely
The
Mk
159
is
shipped
to
the
field
installed
In
the
base
of
the
rocket
waterproofed.
head.
MK 159:
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N1/4111111
owg4.=::
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.winetem

'410

COPPER HOOD
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1 . • 7.1,r
It,

k

LEAD
WASHER
-

2

/I

.

N4,

i

TYPE
GAS CHECK
FOR BASE
PROJECTILE
MK.157-2 ,MK.159-1,MK.163-0,AND MK.164-0

FUZES

THREAD S FOR MOTOR TUBE —

,
\

N

N.

.

rs ,i

N

///- ,. 71

N NateMetwx

N

co.76000106.

-------=.----_,_
-, ------,

„,-----....---------"---'--

0

L

0

A

-4craos

THREADS
TO
ROCKET HEAD

\ \

iNITEGRAL

ADAPTER
ROCKET MOTOR
MK.f6t -0. AND MK.I65-•

6-1>

\o

NI':

a
.... I
■

0

N

'.'

FOR

BASE FUZES

\

Ik

''' a '

.■/
a
.T.- 1

DETONATOR

'

',

1 = ' #■
to,

•1

MODIFIED DETONATOR SHUTTER
LOCK FOR BASE FUZES MIC.163-0,
MK. le4 -0, AND MK. 1GS-0.

SHUT TER
LOCK PIN

SETBACK BLOCK
— SPRING
SETBACK

..
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r-.......-

,

REETITTED
ROCK= 57.E.ADS .S.IED IN:
Mk 157-2
Mk 159-1
Mk 151-0
Mk 1E3-0
Mk 1e4-c
Mk 1e5-0

1. S. NAVY FASZ FUZES

MK 157 2
MK.I59-1
MK.161

1175 Mk 1-1, Mk 2
570 Mk 6-1 '
72 D.R. Mk 10-1
11775 Mk 1-1, Mk 2
5:C Mk 6-1
50 Mk 1

-

MK.163
MK. 164
MK. 165

Impact
Gas Pressure Arming,
Firing, Rocket Propelled

FUNCTITNING:

Mk 157-2, Mk 1E3-0, Mk 165-0 .. 0.2 sec.
delay
015 sec.
Mh 159-1, Yk 1E4-0
delay
Instantaneous impact
Mk lel
In order to secure a more adequate sealinm for the protection of the explosive In the 11: 7 5 and 50 rocket heads
from the hot mases dvring the burning of the motor, the
base fuses were modified In that a projectIle type mas check was added around the fuze
body ahead of the threads. The fuzes are shlpred assembled In the base of the head.
The lead washer, with copper hc..0a Is preseed lnto place at the loading activity and
ls not to be alstorted It the fleid.

Mk 157-2:
Mk 159-1:

The Mk 157-2 Is the Mk 157-1 fuze (see pagelMj with the
trojecelle tyre one eeal; the Mk 159-1 Is the Mk 159-0 fore (see page1013 with a oroThese fuzes wIll be replaced by the Yk 1E3-0 and the Mk 164-0
jectlie type Mac seal.
respectIvely.
The Mk 161-C was developed from the Mk 145-1 (see nage99)
to secure better sealing of the curer gases from the high
explosive f"' , ng of the head and to eliminate the possible
firing of an onfozed round. The Mk 1E1-0 will replace the Mk 146-1 in the 7!2 Demoherd
lltlon Pocket !Mk 10
vk 1E1-0:

The Mk 161-0 differs from the Yk 14e-1 only in that the
head of the fore hao been modified to receive the motor. The 72 Mk 10-1 head has
been ellmhtly rltered to accommodate the new motor adarter. he 325 motor will
thread Into the fure and r threaded reducer Is supplied to permit use of the 2!25
motor.
The Mk 153-0 is slmllar to the Mk 157-2 and the Mk 154-0
is slmilrr to the Mk 159-1. In addition to retaining the
pro:ea:Ile type one seal noted above, the Mk 153-0 and
Formerly, the
Mk 164-0 - --.e have an Imrroved detonator shutter locking arrangement.
shutter was r , ealned In the safe rosItIon by a rrojectlon whlch locked in a recess of
the body durina setback, and was held In that position by the force of acceleration
during the burnInm of the motor. Thls allowed the detonator upward movement as
well rs rotatIon vhlch ccatrItuted to their malfunctlonlnm.
Mk 15 6 -emk• ace--,:

The new eeslgn has removed the pro:ection and replaced it
wlth a shutter lock pin -beach Is mounted In a setback block. The block Is retained
So nosleCon by a setback block erPrnm. As . the rocket Is launched, the force of setback maves the block beck to compress the setback block sprIng. The lock pin coves
up to arneact the eetent to 707e upward and compress the detent spring. As the
Motor bl:r7,s, the flring r . ln Sc wleherawn from the shutter to leave only the lock pin
As the motor borne out and deceleratIon sets
to prement the shotter from ;Lvotlng.
In the setback block srrirg and the detent spring force the setback block forward,
Thls frees the detonator shutter
thereby vlthdrawing the lock pin from the shutter.
and the spring acts 7C plmot the shutter over In the cavley and allmn the f , ring
traln.
The Mk 1E3-0 will replace the Mk 157-2 in the 1175
Mk 1-1 and Mk 2 heads; the Mk 1e4-e will replace the Mk 1e9-1 in the 50 Mk 6-1 head.
the Mk 1E5-0 differs from the Mk 157-0 only in that the
head of the fume has been modefled to receive the motor
and the booster is approxlmately .3 Inch longer to incorporate the Imrrovet: detonleor shutter locking arrangement described in the preceain7 sectIon.

Mk 1E5-0:

The adapter in the fuze head Is threaded to receive the
3:25 Mk 7 motor and the Mk 1E5-0 wIll replace the old motor adapter In the base of
the 5:0 Mk 1 head as well as the Mk 157-0 fuse.
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VANE
LOCKING
PIN
PLASTIC
CONE

PLASTIC
DRIVE
SHAFT
ARMING

STEM
GEAR
SECTOR
INERTIA
WEIGHT
WRENCH
LUG
ARMING
STEM

TENSION
SPRING
ROTOR
HOUS1 NG
ROTOR
DETENT

MK 172 MOD. 0 VT ROCKE NOSE FUZE (ARMED)

'',,TI

,, ,

POOFETS " 5 =D - V

51T Mk 1 Mod 1 Head

FUYOTTOMINC

Functitns by Impulse on
approach to target

FC7.ES VS77, ',--5-

vl, 127-0 or yk 155-0

NAVv ',:?..S'r FVZ5---

.

MK. 172

AHMINC DTi?A"CF. ..... 747 yds at T °F.
255 yds nt 113 ° F.
;

MAX. SOT': ::AM7TER
OVFRALL L7XtrTH
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The vk 1 77 -C is a 77 rocket nose fuze for Xavy type fin
stabil:tea rockets desitned to function automatically upon
:t Is used only -here air burst of
ncmproach to the tarret.
the rocket ,could be 7.'::S: effective to spray ex - osed personnel In 'axholes and light
- ed rocket round Is designated
'"
The
coa7lete
fin
ste'
materiel, with fraptents.
'Rocket Assembly Yk I Xod 5'.
SE!:ERAI:

TESCRIPTICX:
similar except that

In appearance, the Mk 172 le the same as the VT Ring type
bomb fuze 750. The fuze may also be marked as the 7200
Internally the fuzee are also
for use in Army Rockets.
= setback feature has been added In the Mk 172-T.

'hen rocket is launched, the arming wire Is withdrawn from
the vane locking min which In turn is forced out by Its
At the same time, the setback prospring to free the vanes.
duced by the sudden acceleraticn forces the hinged inertia weight back against Its
The
hinged
Inertia
weight
forces
the
looking
dog from the arming stem gear
sPrinr.
The vanes rotate, drivsector be means of its lever linkage, freeing the gear train.
.
After
atoroximatelv
1.0:.' vane revcluing the electric generator and the gear train.
the
rear
sector
on
the
arming
stem
has
rotated
25
derrees
c .lockwise to move
tions,
As the rear sector clears the gear train, the tension string
clear of the rear train.
snore it 75 derrees. clockwise where it Is detained by the stop - In on the hinged
Since the arming stem and detonator rotor are integral with the gear
inertia ' , el.:ht.
sector, they also move 05 degrees by vane rota:len and 75 decrees by spring action.
The vanes continue tt rotae, drivinm the generator and the gear train which le disAs acceleration ceases at the end of turning of the
connected from the arming stem.
t forward, --" 4 ng the stop pdn and
motor, the sprinm forces the hinmed inortia we , r ,
the gear sector 2C degrees clockwise
free in.. _he -ear ......-.. The .e..sin Peer snaps
..or
with the tocster lead-in and making
Onto th. erred Position, lining um the detonn
locked In position by
electic- ,oo - Pect ,--to the f , -'nr -'roult. The detonator is
Is connect-.
a smrinr loaded detent In the detonntor rotor. '.7-r.. , n the electric detonator seconds,
.
7 :0 1. 4
L'''""
firtnr
condenser
Is
cu-red.
ed to the firing circ%it, the
Co aoproach to a
the con'.enser has stored um sufficient power and the fuze is armed.
target, the 77 element activates the firing circo:It which discharges the condenser
nich
Initiates
the
exPlosive
train.
,
through the electric detonator -

OFERATITN:

(1) Faoh fuse Mk 170 "of 0 le shipped as a complete unit InIt will be rea sea ,•e" - e and booster safety tin.
called that the booster safety tin In tole application, like
gives
a
visual
indication
that
the
detonator
rotor
Is in its .
that on the bomb fuzes,
If
original or safe nosition, If upon re - oval of the 'Pin it can be fully reinserted.
St cannot be reinserted, the detonator rotor will have moved out of position and hence,
the fuze should be disposed of.

REMARKS:

(2) The Mk 172 Mod C.. has neither self-destructive or impact
However, if the 77 fuze is a complete dud the base fuze Mk 157
functioning features.
While the Mk 172 Moa 0 Is designed primarily
Mod 0 will cause detonation after impact.
for air to ground firing, It could Se used, though less effectively, for air to air
In
this
application
the
rocket
would
have to come within ?C feet of the airfirlr4.
craft target in order to function.
(3) A seal wire through a hole in the arming rin inserted at
the factory prevents the vanes from rotating and insures that the arming mechanism Is
Any
turning of the vanes, unless accompanied by setback will
In the proper position.
cause the rotor system to jam, strip7.Ing Its rears, so that the fuze will he a dud. For
If the seal sire Is broken when the fuze
this reason, the fuze cannot be pre-armed.
Is originally removed from the container, do not use the fuze. Fuzee in this condition
could be disposed cf in accordance with security regulations by lowering In deep water
or by explosive demolition.
4) Righ speed rotation of the vanes is necessary to produce
Therefore, the fuze is actually only armed. when In
the current to fire the fuze.
Damaged fuzes may hold the
flight on the rocket at speeds In excess of 60 knots.
For this reason, damaged fuzes
chance
in
the
condenser
for cuite some time.
electrical
and duds found on the ground should preferably be handled with care.
NO DISASSEMBLv CF TFF Mk 172 Mod 0 IS AUTHORIZED BY FIELD PERSONNEL.
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Date

From:
To:

Officer in Charge, U.S. Navy Bomb Disposal School

Subj:

Confidential Document - Receipt of.

I1.

This certifies that the above named has received
copy(ies) of the U.S. Navy Bomb Disposal School
publfcation entitled "UNITED STATES BOMBS AND FUZES". It
is understood that this is a confidential document and is
to be treated in accordance with Article 76 of U.S. Navy
Regulations, 1920.

(signature)
(rank & organization)

Official Mailing Address:

